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Abstract 

This study is conducted to understand the differences of the potential e-mail 

adoption in financial institutions - banks in Canada and Taiwan. The study draws on 

innovation theory and managerial issues to understand the factors that motivate 

individuals to use new technology in general, and e-mail adoption in particular from a 

cultural perception. 

Sumey was used for data collection. The sample consisted thirty domestic 

Canadian banks and thirty-four local Taiwanese banks. The results indicated that national 

culture had an effect on the PCI factor. Tne findings suggested that e-mail communication 

is a favored communication tool in the future. 
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1.1 Management Question 

According to Gates (1 995): the information age "refxs to modem times. in which 

gening and givinp the right information is the driving force of society." He also States that 

'rhe rapid grouth in the technology WC use to access information has rnoved our world 

away from that of mechanization and industrialization and towards a tmly global 

economy basçd on the Bow of information." The information age is made possible by an 

open information network (Verest, 1981; Gates, 1995) n-hich is "a metaphor for the 

collection of digital information networks spanning the world." (Gates. 1995). 

The innovation of information teclmology brings us into a faster and more 

compstitive en\-ironmeni nhrre WC are forced to adopt new technology ro obtain 
b 

C 

comparative advantage (Porter and Millar, 1985: Sproull and Kiesler. 1991) in order ro 

succeed in the fiiture. Electronic communication and related information technolog- have 

wide ranging implications for society. The Information High\\-a>+ or Inremet ~vith e-mail 

and the World Wide Web, provides an easy and relatively Iow-cos means of transmitting 

information around the u-orld. Electronic communication changes the means of 

communication and so provides new opportunities and challenges in the modem business 

environment. E-mail and other Interner applications have become an issue of sumival 

instead of a choice for business. 

The technology of e-mail is no longer new. but using e-mail as part of the 

business routine is an ongoing challenge. How does e-mail fit in business to assist 
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information eschange and improve communication? The management issues underlyinp 

and ~ t h r  focfors concern rnrinngers in odoprir~g e - a t d  coi>r~iirn!co[ion? 

Porter and Millar (1985) point out that information technology creates more value 

added and changes the traditional processes within organizations and relationships 

behveen companies. Today's cornputer-based communication systems? such as e-mail. 

computer conferencing, word processing systerns. etc.. provide cornpetitive advantages to 

their users. 

Further. the global environment is increasingly moving towards greater 

international exchange of knowledge and individuals (Igbana et ai., 1995). As a result. 

people are finding that their workplacr or careers involve more than a single culture. 

Hou-ever. information sysrems (1s) "have biiilt-in value biases reflecting the value 
b 

priorities of the culturc in u-hich the? are dedoped" (sis. Kurnar and Bjom-Andersen. 

IWO). Culture is leamed end is nor inhentcd. and derives f ron  one3 social environment 

(Hofstede. 1990). Culture is the contest of one's daily behavior and it  influences the n+ay 

of people's thinking and leaming. Thus- culture can be expected to have strong impact on 

the individual adoption of e-mail. 

The study compares e-niail use by managers in Canada and Taiwan. Cultural 

differrnce has strong impact on Canada and Taiwai: iii adoption e-mail. The levels of 

economic developrnent are diKerent in the two countries -- Canada is a developed country 

and Taiwan is a developing country. Hoivever as new information technology such as the 

Intemet is used in more than 100 countnes (Dryden, 1996): different economic levels 
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should not have much impact on the use of e-mail. This study sample concentrates on the 

information-intensive banking industry in both countries in order to provide more control 

within the sample. This thesis addresses the research questions froni a cultural 

perspective to obtain a better understanding of usage on adoption of e-mail in Canada and 

Taiwan. The next section wi I I  discussed the literature review. 



Clzapter 2. Literntrrre Revie w 

This chapter reviews the research relevant to e-mail adoption. The study examines 

the factors that motivate individuals to use e-mail. There has been remarkable research on 

user attitudes toward and expectations of this new infoimation technology (e.g. Fishbein 

and Azjen, 1975: Davis et al., 1989; Robey. 1979: Goodhue, 

on innovation theory and managerial issues to understand the 

of new technology in general, and e-mail in particuiar. 

1988; etc.). The study draws 

main factors in the adoption 

Four topics of e-mail research are addressed in the scope of this study (Figure 1): 

innovation theory (Roger. 1967) including the instrument of PCI factors and rate of 

adoption innovationz e-mail characteristics. national culture diniensions defined bu Geen 

Hofstede (1980) applied to Canada aiid Taium, e-mail managerial issues such as 

communication cost, communication speed. security. privac).. and perceived medium 
b , 

richness (Crauford. 1983; Wilsono 1953; Blum and Litwack. 1994: etc.). 

Innovation - E-mail 

Evf anagerial Issues 

Figure 1. The Scopr of the Stuùy - E-mail 
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2.1 Innovation 

Recently. researchers in IS have begun using the theories of diffusion of 

innovation to stiidy the relationship between rieu- technology implementation and end- 

user adoptions (Alexander. 1989; Brancheau and Wtlierbe. 1990; Moore. 1987: Johnson 

and Rice. 1957: Rogers- 1994). .4 major focus of these stiidies is hou- potential users' 

perception of the information technology innovation can influence its adoption. It should 

also be noted that some researchers (e.g., Leonard-Barton, 1988; Leonard-Barton and 

Deschamps, 1988; Rogers. 1991) are investigating organizational-level innovation and 

responses bu individuals. Hcwcver, this is b e p n d  the scope of this study which will 

focus on the business workplace to measure individual maqagers' perceptions. 

One of the most wl l -know rssearchers in the M d  of diffusion of innovation is 

Rogers (1963; 1983: 1994) and his findings sen-e as a rnodei for later studies dealing xith 

a variety of producrs such as nea consumer goods. ~ideotext technology. Personal Work 

Stations (PWS), and Srnart Card. (Ostiund, i 969; Boltori. 1951 : Moore and Benbasat. 

199 1 ; Gagliardi. 1994). This study applics Rogers' theoretical frarnework to e-mail 

difhsion and adoption. 

Rogers (1 962: 1983; 1994) defined the diffusion of technological innovation as 

';the process by which an innovation is communicatcd through certain charnels over time 

arnong the members of a social system." Two important concepts in Rogers' work that 

relate to this e-mail study are the instrument of the Perceived Characteristics of 

Innovation (PCI) and the rate of adoption of innovations. These are explained in the 

following sections. 
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2.1.1 The Instrument of Perceived Characteristics of Innovation 

Moore and Benbasat (1991) modified and espanded Rogers' concepts to eight 

items of Perceivecl Characteristics of Imovation (PCI) -- Relative Advantages. 

Cornpatibility, Image, Ease of Use, Result Demonstrability, Visibility, Trialability, and 

Voluntariness. This study uses the instrument of Moore and Benbasat7s study - the eight 

factors of PCI -- to examine e-mail difision and adoption. The PCI factors are e'rpiained 

blow.. 

1. Relative Advantage: The degree to which using an innovation is perceived as 

being better than using its precursor. The focus is on whether "an individual 

believes that using an innovation would enhance his or her job performance'' 

(Moore and Benbasat. 199 1). for esarnple. whether using e-mail will Save time 

or ~vill bring benefits compared ro cumnt methods. 

7 . Cornpatibility: The degree to which using an innovation is perceived as being 

consistent with the existing values. needs and past experiences of potential 

adopters. The focus is on whether "an innovation matches or supports to rhe 

cumnt method as a result there is a least investing requirement" (Moore and 

Benbasat, 1991), for example. whether e-mail zdoption is compatible with current 

work and system practices. 

-! 

J. Image: The degree to whvhich using an innovation is perceived to enhance one's 

image or status in one's social system. The issue is whether the motivation of 

"any individuîl to adopt an innovation is the desire to gain social status" (Moore 



and Benbasat 199 l), for example, whether e-mail adopters receive higher 

reputation or social stanis at their workplace. 

4. Ease of Use: The degree to which an innovation is perceived as being easy to use. 

The issue is whether "an individual believes that using an innovation would be 

frer of physical and mental effort" (Moore and Benbasat 199 1). For example, 

whether the potential adopters consider e-mail an easy system to operate. 

5. Resuit Demonstrability: The degree to which the results of using the innovation 

are observable and communicable to others. The focus is on whether the potential 

adopters c m  easily observe the results of using e-mail. 

6. Visibility: The degree to which the innovation is visible to others. The focus is on 

n-hether the potcntial adopters saw other people operate e-mail before they 

adopted it. 

7. Trialability: The degree to which an innovation may be espenmented with before 

adoption. The fbcus is on whether the potential adopters wvould have opponunities 

to try e-mail before the' adopr it. 

Voluntariness: The degree to which implementing innovation is perceived as 

being voluntan. The focus is on the significance of compulsory versus voluntary 

adoption. (Le. whether individuals are free ro impiement persona1 adoption or 

rejection of e-mail.) 

2.1.2 The Rate of Adoption of Innovations 

The characteristics of an innovation, as perceived by the members of a social 

system, determine irs rate of adoption. Innovativeness is the degree to w h c h  an 
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individual or groups adopt new ideas relativelu earlier than other members of a social 

system. Rogers (1 962; 1983; 1994) specified five adopter categories that classifv 

members of a social systern on the basis of their imovativeness: (1) innovators, (2) earlj- 

adopters, (3)  early majonv. (4) Iate majority, and (5) laggards. 

Diffusion research attempts to classi@ different anributes of people that relate ro 

innovation. According to Rogers, "the rate of adoption is the measurement of the number 

of individuals who adopt a new idea in a specified period and is the relative speed with 

which an innovation is adopred by members of a social system." The rate of adoption 

foms  the adoption cuve for an innovation. which can be explained by Perceived 

Characteristics of Innovation (PCI) (Rogers, 1962: 1983; 1 991). This snidy will 

concentrate on the application of the instrument of PCI. 

2.2 An Overview of E-mail . 

This section a-il1 discuss the general characteristics of e-mail includin= a 

definition of e-mail and a cornparison of +mail with traditional forms of communication 

in order to provide a clear idea about how e-mail works and what the major differences 

are cornpared to traditional mail, telephone, and fax. 

2.2.1 The Definition of E-mail 

Electronic mail (e-mail) refers to information technology that ailows network 

users to cornrnunicate wiîh other individuals or groups by sending textual messages or 

documents fiom one electronic workstation to another or to multi-receivers (Blum and 

Litwack, 1994). In addition to sending and receiving messages, documents can be stored, 
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fonvarded, printed: or incorporated into other texts. Cornputers and networks handle the 

delivery of the mail. so that users do not have to concem themselves with details of 

delive?.. and senders and recei~ers do not have to be present at the saine rime or place 

(Wilson, 1983; Blum and Litwack? 1994; Richards, 1995). 

Cranford (1981) summarized the features of e-mail in one organization. i\n 

adaptation of e-mail functions? adjusted to reflect changes in technology since then. is 

showm in Figure 2. To understand the significance of these features the) are compared to 

the alternative technologies: traditional mail, telephone, and fax. 

Non-simultansorrs cornniunications 
Electronic '-~Mailboz;" 
Addressed by Name 
Electronic "Filing Cabinet" 

--- Wite (Edit, Delete. or Save) 
--- Read 
--- Fonvard 
--- File 
--- Retriwe 
--- Print 
--- Distribution Lists 
Tickler Files 
Calenda: Keeping 
O ff-net Access 

Figure 2. The Functions of E-mail 

2.2.2 E-mail vs. Tradi tional Mai1 

The prima? difference between traditional mail and c-mail is the medium of 

communication (Tmdell, 1984). Instead of delivering a piece of paper with information 

witten on it, an electronic mail system delivers just the information. Thus, envelopes, 

starnps and postal codes are not required for e-mail. Delivery only takes seconds by using 
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e-mail, but collection, sorting and delivery of the mail by the postal system needs at least 

one day for regular local mail, and international mail ma> take several days to more than 

a weck (Trudell. 1984). Therefore. the speed of e-niai1 provitles a significant advantage 

over traditional mail. For most e-mail users- the only task is ensuring the correct e-mail 

address (Rose- 1993). 

2.2.3 E-mail vs. Telephone 

Anderson et al., (1995) Tennant (1994), and Crantord (1982) emphasize that e- 

mail significantly reduces telephone :ag and, unlike telephone calls, e-mail from other 

people will not intempt the receiver-s work. Users can read and send their e-mail when 

they choose. and from the location they choose. including remote locations. as long as an 

e-mail systern is available. In addition. sending an e-mail can qiiickly csrablish a persona1 

contact. even between strangers. Funher. r-mail can be archived to kerp track, of 

conversations over long periods of time (Quanerman uid Carl-Mitchell. 1991). Also. 

cellular rdephones provide wireless communications semices to allow mobile 

communication and voice mail allows to 1eav.e voice messages to communication 

partners. These developments in relephone are similar to the functions of e-mail. 

2.2.4 E-mail YS. Fax 

Quanerman and Carl-Miicliell (1994) cornparcd e-mail and fa. in three major 

categories. First. the speed of fax is slower than that of e-mail. Second, fax is dificult to 

reuse or to edit because it is delivered on paper or in a binary image format. Finally, fax 

is usually expensive to send over long distances or to man? recipients. However, fau 
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might be more suitable to transmit commercial or less private documents in 

organizations. 

Suinman; 

To date. one of the most important uses of the Intemet for both business and 

persona1 users is e-mail (Richards? 1995). E-mail has become the second most common 

and popular electronic office application, just behind word processing (Parker & Case. 

1993). E-mail is a critical business application on man>- private and public networks. 

Thus, e-mail can be considered as a popular communication tool for most business 

people. 

2.3 Culture and E-mail 

One of the mosr quotcd and 7 arch in the M d  of national 

culture theory is Geen Hofstede ( 1  980). His most farnous cross-national study includccih 

large amount of data collected from IBM subsidiaries in 40 countries. Hofstede ciassified 

national culrures in four cultural dimensions: Power Distance (large YS. small). 

Uncertainty Avoidance (strong YS. weak), Individual ism vs. Coliect ivism. and 

Masculinity vs. Fernininit),. 

Hofstede et al. (1 990: pp. 288) maintain that 'The four dimensional mode1 of 

national culture differences cenainly does not represent the ultimate truth about the 

subject. but it has so far served as a usehl framework for practitioners and for 

theoreticians for guiding research design in the previously fuuy field of national 

cultures'' (e.g. Triandis, 1984; Triandis et al., 1986; Kreacic and Marsh, 1986; and 

Gudykunst et al., 1988). The four national culture dimensions identified by Hofstede have 
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been applied world-wide for years and stand as a reasonable framework for this study. 

since there is no other well-established theory available to examine national culture. 

Thus. Hofstede's research can be considered as an appropriate instrument for this study 

without additional evaluation. 

Tables 1 to 4 g i ïe  the detail about each of the four cultural dimensions (Hofstede. 

1980). The definition of each dimension and the reiationship between each dimension and 

e-mail will be esplained. 

Table 1. The Power Distance Dimension 
(Re~roduced frorn Hofstede, 19801 

Small Power Distance 
hequalit), in s o c i e ~  should be minimized. 

All people should be interdependent. 

Hierarchy rneans an inequalip of roles. 
established for convenience. 

Superiors consider subordinates to be 
-'people like me." 

Subordinates consider superiors to bs 
"people like me." 

Superion are accessible. 
The use of power should be legitimats and 

is subject to the judgment as to ubether 
it is good or evil. 

AI1 should have equal rights. 
Those in pouer should try to look Iess 

powerful than they are. 
The systein is to blame. 
The tvay to change a social systern is to 

redistribute power. 
People at various power levels feel less 
threatened and more prepared to trust 
people. 

Latent harmony esists benveen the 
powerful and the potverless. 

Cooperation among the pouzrless can be 
based on solidarity. 

Large Power Distance 
There shoultl be en order of inequrilicy in 

this world in wliicii eve~.body has a 
righitiil place: higli and low are protscted 
by this ordrr. 

A few people should be independent: 
most should be dependent. 

Hisnrchy rneans esistential inequalip. 

Superiors consider subordinates to be a 
diffèrent kind of people. 

Subordinates considsr superiors to be a 
different kind of people. 

Superiors are inaccessible. 
Pov;er is a basic fact of society that ante- 
dates good or evil. Its Iejitimacy is 
irrelevant. 

Potver-holders are entitled to privileges. 
Those in potver shoutd try to look as 

powerful as possible. 
The underdog is to blame. 
The way to change a social system is to 
dethrone those in power. 

Other people are a potential threat to 
one's power and can rarely be trusted. 

Latent conflict exists behveen the potverful 
arid the powerless. 

Cooperation arnong the powerless is 
difficult to artain because of their Iow- 
faith-in-people nom. 
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Power Distance: This is the estent to which a socier). accepts the fact that power 

in institutions and organizations is distributed unequally. Hofstede (1980) defined two 

categories of Power Distance: Small Power Disrance and Large Power Distance. 

Small Power Distance (SPD) societies believe that the Inequality in society should 

be minimized, superiors should be accessible. and people should have equal rights. and so 

on (Table 1). Those essential characteristics of SPD societies tend to encourage the 

distribution of information in the society. The adoption of e-mail encourages open 

information distribution and communication to the rest of society (Vervest, 1983; Gates. 

1995) and reduces the inequality in society. Thus, people in SPD societies might be more 

accepting of the use of e-mail at their workplace. 

In contrast. Large Power Distance (LPD) societies believe that the inequal i'). 

should esist. superiors should be inaccessible. power-holdêrs are entitled to privileges. 
. 

and so on (Table 1). Those essential characteristics of LPD societiej conflicr with the 

open distribution of information in the society. The adoption of e-mail destroys the 

hierarchy structure of the LPD societies. Thus. people in LPD societies might be less 

accepting the use of e-mail at their workplace. 



Table 2. The Uncertainty Avoidance Dimension 
(Reproduced from Hofstede. 1980) 

~ Weak Uncertainty Avoidance 
The Uncertaine inherent in life is more 
easily accepted and each da? is taken as 1 
it cornes. 

Ease and lower stress are experienced. 
Time is free. 
Hard work, as such, is not a viale. 
Aggressi~e behavior is frowned upon. l 
Less showing of emotions is prefenrd. 
Conflict and competition car. bs con:ained 
on the level of fair play and uscd 
constnictively. 

More acceptance of dissent is entailed. 
Deviation is not considered threatening: 
greater tolerance is shown. 

The ambiance is one of less nationatism. 
More positive feelings ton-ard younger 
people are seen. 

There is more willingness to take risks in 
life. 

The accent is on relativism. rrnpiricisrn. 

1 Tliere should be as fsw rules as possible. 

If rules cannot be kept. ive should change 
them. 

Belief is placed in generalists and comrnon 
sense. 

The authorities are there to sene  the 
l 

citizens. j 

Strono Uncenainty Avoidance 
The uncertainty inherent in life is felt as a 
continuoiis threat that must be fought. 

Higher ansiety and stress are experienced. 
Time is money. 
There is an imer urse to tvork hard. 
Aggressive behavior of self and others is 
accepted. 

More showing of ernotions is preferred. 
Cocflict and competition c m  unleash 
aggression and shoiild therefore be 
avoided. 

A strong need for consensus is involved. 
oero US: Deviant persons and ideas are dan, 

intolerance holds sway 
Nationalism is penasite. 
Youngcr people are suspect. 

I'hrre is greüt concern with securip in life.. 

The search is for ultimate, absolutc truths 
and values. 

There is a need for witten rules and 
regulations. 

If ruies cannot be kept. wve are simers and 
should repent. 

Belief is placed in esperts and their bol\-- 
ledge. 

Ordinary citizens are incompetenr 
comparecl with the authorities. 

Uncertainty Avoidance: This is the extent to which a society kels threatened by 

uncertain and arnbiguous situations and tries to avoid these situations by providing 

greater career stability, establishing more formal d e s ,  not tolerating deviant ideas and 

behaviors, and believing in absolute trüths and the anainment of expertise. Hofstede 
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(1 980) classifies two categories of Uncertaine Avoidance: Weak Uncenainty Avoidance 

and Strong Uncertainty A~poidance. 

Weak Uncertainty Avoidance (WUA) societies belie1.e that there should be as feu- 

niles as possible, belief is placed in generalists and common sense, and the authorities are 

there to serve the citizens (Table 2). There is a more personal fociis in WUA societies. 

The adoption of e-mail lifts restrictions cn individuzl communication. Thus. people in 

LWA societies might be more \villing to use e-mail at their workplace. 

In contrast, Strong Uncenainty Avoidance (SUA) societies believe that there is a 

med for wrinen rules and regulations, belief is placed in experts and their knowledge, and 

ordinar). citizens are considered incompetent compared with the aiithorities (Table 2). 

There is more emphasis on the p u p  rather rhan the individual in SlJA socictirs. The 

adoption of e-mail reduces 

of authority. Thus. people 

workplace. 

regulaion of romniunica:ion wliish breaks d o w  the structure 
b 

b 

in SC.A societies night be less willing to use e-mail at thrir 



Table 3. The IndividuaIism Dimension 
(Reproduced from Hofstede 1980) 

II Collecti trist I 
In society, people are born into estended 
families or clans who protect them in 
exchange for loyalty. 

"We" consciousness holds slvay. 
Identity is based in the social systeni. 
There is emotional dependence of 
individual 
on organizations and institutions. 

The involvernent with organizations is 
moral. 

The emphasis is on belonging to 
organizations: membenhip is the ideal. 

Private life is invaded by organizations end 
clans to which orx belongs: opinions are 
predetermined. 

Espertise. order. diity. and securic aïe 
provided by organization or clan. 

Friendships are predeteminrd by stable 
social relationships. but thcre is need for 
prestige within these relationships. 

Belief is placed in group decisions. 
Value standards d i f fa  for in-groups and 
out-orou~s ~~arr icular ism~.  

Individualist 
In Society, everybody is supposed to takr 
care of himseifherself and hisher 
immediate fainily. 

--I" consciousness holds sway. 
Identiry is based in the individual. 
There is emotional independence of 

indi\-idual from organizations or 
institutions. 

The involvernent with organizations is 
calculative. 

The emphasis is on individual initiative and 
achievement: leadership is the ideal. 

Eke-body hac a right ro a private life and 
opinion. 

Autonciri.> . nriery. pleasiire. and 
Indit-idud 

financial security are sought in the sj-stem. 
The need is for specific friendships. 

Belief is placed in individual decisions. 
Value standards shouid apply ro ail 
(universalisrn). 

Individualism and Collectivisrn: Individualism implies a loosely-bit social 

framework in which most people are supposed to take care of themselves and of their 

immediate families only. \\-hile Collectivism is characterizrd by a tight social framework 

in which people identi fv with a large in-group (relativesy clan, organizations) that looks 

after them, and requires loyalry froni its memben in eschange. 

Individualist societics believe thzt the identip is based on the individual, 'T* 

consciousness holds sway, belief is placed in individual decisions, and everybody has a 
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right to a private life and opinion (Table 3). Characteristics of Individualism are 

preference for private life and individual opinion. The adoption of e-maii provides 

flexibility of individual commmications. Thcs. people i n  Indii-idualist societies might be 

more willing to use e-mail at rhcir wrkplace. 

Collcctivist societies beliei-e that identin is based in the social systern. "We" 

consciousness holds sway, belief is placed in group decisions, and private life is invaded 

by organizations and clans; opinions are predetermined (Table 3). The characteristics of 

Collectivist societies discourage people to have private and individual opinions. The 

adoption of  e-mail provides autononiy ana varie- of icdividual communications. The 

characteristics of e-mail reduce regdation of communication and are less supportive of 

O to use e- oroup decisions. Thus. people in the Collectivist societics might be less \villin= s 

mail at their workplacr. 

Table 4. The Masculinih- Dimension 
(Reproducsd I'rorn Hofstede, 1980) 

Men niedn't be assertive. but can also 
assume nurturing roles. 

Ses roles in society are more fluid. 

Feminine 

There should be eqtiality Setween the 
sexes. 
Quality of life is important. 
You tvork in order to Iive. 
People and environment are important. 
Interdependence is the ideal. 
Service provides the motivation. 
One sympathizes with the unfortunaie. 
Small and slow are beautiful. 
Unisex and androgyny are idea. 

Masculine 
Men should be assertive. Women should be 
niirturing. 

Sex roles in society are clearly 
di fferentiated. 

Men should dominate in society. 
Performance is what counrs. 
L'ou live in order to w r k .  
Mcmey and ttiings are important. 
Independence is the ideal. 
Ambition provides the drive. 
One admires the successhl achiever. 
Big and fast are beautiful. 
Ostentatious manliness ("machisrno") is 
appreciated. 
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Masculinity and Femininity: Masculine values are assertiveness, the acquisition 

of rnoney and things. and not caring for others, the quality of li fe? or people. These values 

were labeled "masculine" because. within ncarly ail societies. men w r e  found to prrceiw 

these values more positively than did women. 

Masculine societies bclieve that men should be assertive and womrn should be 

nurturing, sex roles in society are clearly differentiated, and men should dominate in 

society (Table 4). The iMasculine societies consider that inequaiih between men and 

women should esist. The adoption of e-mail leads to an open information society. It 

reduces inequality and conflicts witli the idea of inequality in rnascuiine societies. Thus. 

people in iLlasculine societies rnight be less willinp to use e-mail. 

Ferninine societizs believe that men need r.ot bz assertiw. but can also assume 

nurturing roles. ses roles in sociee u c  more tliiid. and that equality bstwecn the sexes 
. 

should exist (Table 4). The adoption cf e-mzil nllow evttqone to have equal ability to 

access information. Ir supports the idea of equality in the Feminine socirties. Thus. 

people in Feminine societies might be more willing to use e-mail. 

Summarv of Culture and E-mai1 

The classification of Canada and Taiwan in tenns of the f w r  national culture 

dimensions is s h o ~ m  in the following tab!e (Table 6). Table 6 is taken from Hofstede's 

(1980) conclusions of four national culture dimensions in Canada and Taiwm. 
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Tabie 5. The Four Cultural Dimensions of Canada and Taiwan 
(Surnman from Hofstede. 1 980) 

Pon-er Distance 

Uncertain- Avoidance 

hlasculinity vs. Femininity jl 

Canada Taiwan 

S mal l Large 

Individualistic 

Similar 

i 

Sirnilar 

2.4 Managerial Issues 

The earll- research on e-mail tocused on rhe technical issues, such as the issues of . 
standardization. e-mail architectures. policy issues- regulations. message handling. etc. 

(Trudell. 198-1: Caswll. 1988). An earlier study (Conne1 and Galbraith. 1980) concluded 

the issues for e-mail acceptance arc: store-and-fonvard capability. unattended reception. 

simultaneous message pr~paratio11/tr~ns~~1:Ission, ivide cornpotibility. security. and 

privacy. Crantbrd (1  982) focused on the issues of tirncly and cost-effective interpersonal 

communications wiith e-mail. Vervrst (1956) found that efficiency of intemal 

communication. cornpatibility with installed systems! cost reduction. etc. are the criteria 

for adopting e-mail technology. Markus (1991: 1992): Zack (1993) and Lee (1991) 

discuss the issue of a medium for rich communication for e-mail. More recent studies 
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have also focused on issues such as security. privacy, system integration. etc. (Blum and 

Litwack, 1 994; .hderson et al., 1995). 

Popular discussion of such issues as security and prit-acy are quite ambiguous. 

The advantages of the cost-effectiveness and the time saved by usine e-mail have been 

widely recognized (Crakford, 1982; Caswell. 1988; Anderson et al-: 1995). but cost and 

time are also not easily defined. However. because the issues surrounding e-mail adoption 

are diverse. there is a lack of theoretical justification in previous literature, applicable to 

this study. This study explores the follo\\fng five managerial issues: communication cost. 

communication speed. security. privacy. and the debate over e-mail as a medium for rich 

communication. 

2 . 4 .  Communication Cost 

E-mail has become very popular in society due to two cost-relatcd reasons. First; 

the cost of traditionai postal senice and other paper-based message systerns continues ro 

increase. Second. improvements in micr~eIectronics and telecommunications is reducing 

the cost of the terminais a d  trarisn:issiorr circuits that constitute the bulk of the 

infrastructure for e-mail. Thus. e-mail is gainin? comparative advantage. The 

communication cost of an e-mail system can Vary depending on the initial capital cost and 

the operating cost (Laque!.. 1 993). 

1. Initial Cost 

The equipment required for e-mail are computers, modems c o ~ e c t e d  to local 

telephones, terminal servers or nenvork stations, and connections to Intemet providen 
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(Blum and Litwack. 1991; Wiisonl 1983; Estrada, 1993; Jackson and Taylor, 1996; and 

Krol, 1992; etc.) The initial cost of e-mail is the total investment in this basic equipment. 

2. Operatino Cost 

The operating îost depends on the services that diverse Intemet providers providr. 

The operating cost of an Internet comection is inexpensive for the automated office 

which already has an established cornputer-based communication system. Some 

commercial providers charge a flat-rate monthly fee for certain levels of usage while 

other providers charge certain flat-fees for unlimited e-mail (Laquey? 1993: Temant et al.. 

1994). 

There are threr types of benefits thar e-mail provides with respect to the 

communication cost of traditional mail, phone. and fax. 

1. Centralized Messaoe Controi 

Centralized message control refen rc the benefits of faciiities sharing and 

information sharing. Message senders and recipients can use the sarne cornputer 

mainfiame and centralized storage of messages permits more efficient message deliwq- 

and electronic filin= (Sprague, 1 995). 

2. Distance-Independent Costs 

Using a central cornputer as a rnesszge sj-srem host means that the location of the 

recipient does not affect the cost of message transmission. Long distance communication 

by e-mail does not increase the cost. Moreover, e-mail communication can reduce other 

communications costs, such as lower telephone bills for voice and fau calls, and postage. 
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It can also reduce the need for face-to-face meetings and associated travel expenses 

between branches and coiintries (Vemest, 1956). 

3. Digital S toraoe CapabiIities 

It is sirnply cheaper to produce and store digitized information than hard copies 

(Eager? 1996). According to the Amencan Paper Institute? U.S. business consumes more 

than 22 million tons of paper each year. The cost of paper. howevero is insignificant in 

cornparison to the effort in~olved in dealing with it. Business spends as much as $100 

billion annually to manage pape- and middle managers spend nearly 45 percent of their 

time processing it. By contrast, digital srorage is t-ery inexpensi~e (Gates. 1995). The 

research reports that hard-disk drives in personal cornputers ni11 soon cost about $0.15 

for a megabyte of information. 1 megabyte holds ahout 700 pnges of test. so the cost is 

about 50.00021 per page. The lou-er cost of stora- is another significant advantage .tq 

using r-mail. 

2.4.2 Communication Speed 

In any business environment, communication is both intemal (Le. between people 

and between drpanments or divisions) and estrmal (Le. u-ith othrr organizarions. 

customers, suppliers, etc.). E-mail communication offers significant benefits for borh 

intemal communication and extemal communication (Botirowski and Bretschneider. 

1994). 
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1. Interna1 Communication 

E-mail makes rapid communication possible between departments in different 

locations across time zones (Blum and Linyack. 1991). It allows employees to keep in 

touch with the central office by using e-mail regardless of distance or location. This 

capabiliv is particularly important for staff rnembers or salespeople who travel frequently 

and who may be difficult to reach by eiiher phone or regiilar mail (Wilson. 1983). 

2. Extemal Communication 

The use of e-mail to contact other organizations, such as major suppliers or 

customerso can enhance relationships with these key extemal stakeholders. E-mail 

communication can alter the traditio~al cornpetitive position becausc p o w r  shifis to the 

one who onns more information (Tortrr and Mi!lnr. 198 j: A!!itui-. 1991). For esample. 

relationships with suppliers and customers coutd becorne stronger by using e-mail, to 

facilitate delken of orders and creatr a direct connecrion for the quick resolution of 

pro blems. 

Saving time is one of the most obrious advantage of e-mail communication. 

Cranford (1982) f h n d  that secretaries reporteci that e-mail saved them an average of 

eight to ten hours per week (e.?. reduction of typing and filing: and interna1 mernos. etc.). 

and managers estimated their saving to be about seven hours per week. As a result. the 

penonal productivity \vas improved by a range of five io fifieen percent from the use of 

e-mail. 
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2.43 SecuriW 

Compmies offenng e-mail access to ernployees iake the security issue seriously 

(Anderson, 1 995; Blum and Litwack- 1 994; Estrada, 1 993: Quarteman and Carl- 

MitcheI1, 1 994; Sau-icki? 1 992; Conne! and Galbraith, 1 982; and Wilson. 1983; etc.). 

Implementing e-mail services requires carefiil eaaminaiim of the protection offered in 

relation to any nenvork system that permits access to and frorn the outside environment. 

Organizations with sensitive data or applications should consider whether e-mail satisfies 

the requirements for securis or not. Estrada (1993) defines e-mail securi. as ensuring 

"messages should be delivered to the correct mailbox system without being accidentally 

or deliberately altered." 

E-mail security threats are rsal once a comection to the netu-ork is establishcd. 

Wilson (1983). Blum and Litwack (1991). and Anderson (1995) indicares that since 

. 
communication is an on-going process it is vital that the mail-box is always available. and 

that no messages are lost in the system. Conseqiiently high reliability network systerns 

and back-up faciliries are necersary. 

There are a number of difikrent steps that can be rakrn to achieve reliable security. 

One of the most popular and easy ways is the use of passwords. Access to e-mail is 

usually contrniled by the use of a password (Jackson and Taylor. 1996; Anderson, 1995; 

Blum and Litwack, 1994; Estrada. 1 993; Quarteiman and Cari- klitchell, 1 994: Sawicki. 

1992; Wilson, 1983). However, ioo m2ny passwords can be difficult to remember and if 

passwords are witten, security is at risk. Other security solutions are "fireivalis" (Liu, 
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1994), encryption, security levels for messages- sptem security levels. and secunh 

software or anti-ïiruses (Sawicki, 1992). 

2.4.4 Privacv 

Privacy in the workplace relates to issues of who controls information resources 

content and access. This is a highly controversial issue (Jackson and Taylor. 1996; Blum 

and Litwack, 1994; Schwartz, 1993; and Rose, 1993; etc.). Estrada (1993) States thar e- 

mail privacy means that "only authorized persons can see a message." E-mail makes it 

easier in the office for people to stay In touch. but who has the right to access the e-mail 

and data uithout losing pnvacy is an issue for managers in rnany countries. 

McDonough III and Kahn (1996) report that e-mail is considered a more 

confident ial tool for trammin ing information than a fax. Because e-mail is transmitted 

from computer to computer and use of the computer usually requires a password. somq 

confidcntiality esists. Fax machines are typiçally accessible to a greater number of 

indi~iduals and are frequently situatrd in an open office. 

Honeever. the con fiden~iali ty of elec tronic messages has not been clearly de fined 

either legally or in dail? applications. Creating an open systern to a free flow of 

information and ideas is both an infrastructural and technical challenge. One of the most 

advanced privacy solutions for e-mail is a technology called Privacy-Enhanced-Mail 

(PEM) (Liu et al.. 1994: Rose, 1993 j. Rose (1?93) snid of PEM "e-mail messages ma? 

be exchanged so that third-parties are unable to obsenre, alter, or forge messages." PEhdI 

does require licensing for some commercial purposes (Liu et al., 1994). 



2.1.5 Medium Richness 

Information richness is 

understanding u-ithin a time int 

detheci 2s 

enal.  Cornm 

"rhr ability of information to change 

sinication transactions that can overcome 

diffcrent frames of reference or clarify ambiguous issues to change understanding in a 

timely rnanner are considered rich. Communications that require a long time to enable 

understanding or that cannot overcome different perspectives are lower in richness." (Dafi 

and Lengel. 1986). 

The issue of urhether or not e-mail is a medium for rich communication (Zack, 

1993: Lee. 1994) tvill directly influence the extent of use e-mail as an communication 

tool in the workplace. E-mail communication involves elecrronic messaging (EM) and 

cornputer-rnediatcd cornmimication techno1og;i (CMC). Studies (Kerr and Hiltz. 1982:. 

Rice and Bair. 1984: Steinfield. !?86) suggesr ~ h s t  CMC can iiiçrease the range. capacity. 
. 

C 

and speed of managerial communication. Hoivever. CMC significantly reduces the 

tradirional styles of communication such as meeting face-to-face as well as telephone and 

wrirten memo. Therefore. the question of "is e-mail a medium for n c h  communication'?" 

has been raised and the information richness issue has been addressed in research (Dafi. 

1956; Firlk et al.. Markus. f 99 1 : Markus. 1992: Rice, 1992 etc.). 

The information riclmess theory. a :ve!l-es!ablistied and traditional perspectiw 

view. by Daft and Lengel (1956) argue that CMC such as e-mail "filters out irnponant 

cues such as body language and tone of voice, and tinlike a face-to-face meetins, is not 

conducive to imrnediate feedback." 
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Accordinp to the definition by Dafi and Lengel (19SGj, e-mail is not an 

information rich medium. However, recent studiss (Fuk et al-- 1990; Markus, 199 1; 

1492; Rice, 1992; etc.) criticize the seriousnrss and point out the weakness of the 

richness theory. They report that "e-mail readily supports the level of nchness that 

information richness theory resen-es for whet it considen to be rich media." (Zack. 1993). 

However, research (Ltithan and Larseri, 1986: Kurke and Aldrich, 1 983; 

McCaskey, 1982) s h o w  that managers appcar to prefer face-to-face communication. 

Body langage such as tonr of voice and facial expressions' provide important cues for 

managerial decision-making. Therefore. e-mail can not be considered a perfect medium 

for rich communication but it certainly provides significmt advanrages such as the range 

and the speed of cornniunication nation-\vide. 

Surnrnan: of Literature R e ~ i e w  . b 

The research literature has identified national culture in Canada and Taiwan, the 

eight factors of PCI instrument. and five managerial issues that affect e-mail adoption. 

This provides the contest for the research study ta propose research questions, a research 

mode1 and hypotheses on u-ha: end hou- faciors impaci on e-mail 25 used in business. 



3.1 Research Questions 

Two research questions can be asked using the prciposed research inodel. They are 

as foliows: 

RQ 1: Do Canariinrz mnmgers d i f f  in perceptioiis of e-r>tnils front Tniwa~iese 

n m i  agers ? 

According to Hofstede (1 B O :  199 1 ; 1993). national culture strongly affects values 

and attitudes. Thus. this study assumes that Canadian managers shoiild have different 

perceptions of e-mail from thosr of Taiwanesc insnagcrs. Thmefore* this study examines 

the behavioral perspective OF é-mail adoption in rhojil ru-O countries. The instrument of 

PCI developed by Moore and Benbasat (1 99 1 )  is iised to explain imovation theory. 

RQ 2: lp%af are the i~zniingrrid issi!es nccorrhg tu Cnnndinn ~ t i d  Tnitvniiese 

rrznnngers? 

The literature revieu- in section 2.1.1 explores the critical issues that motivate 

people when adopting e-mail. However. i t  is interesting to determine the different 

priorities betn-een Canadian and Taiwanese managers regarding communication cosr. 

communication speed, secur i~.  privacy, and medium richness. 



3.2 Research iModel 

1 Perception of Factors 

1 Culture 1 

C 

Figure 3 General Research Mode1 

@ 

A general research mode1 (Figure 3) presents a basic and comprehensive mode1 in 

Managerial Issues 

the field of IT. and would ordinarily be appropriate for researching a technological artifact 

like e-mail. However? Canada and Taiwan have comparabie telecommonicatio~ 

infrastructure at rhe business le\-el. In addition, the Intemet infrastructure in both 

countries is similar (Table 6). As a result. the study proposes to concentrate on the 

cultural perspective research mode1 (Figure 4) discussed in the nest section. 

3.2.1 E-mail and Telecommunication Infrastructure 

The development and usage of telecommunication infrastructure influence the 

adoption of e-mail. The percentage of household facilities and equipment as these relate 

to e-mail in Canada and Taiwan is shown in the Table 6. Basically, the penetration rate of 

telecornmunications technology (e.g. phone, cellular phone, and Intemet) in both 

countries \vas similar. Thus the e-mail infrastructure c m  be considered as comparable. 
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Table 6 .  Percentage of Households Fncilities and Equipment Relating to E-mail 
Canada and Taiwan ( 1 996) 

3.3 Proposed Research Model 

The proposed research mode1 (Figure 4): based on research questions, is to demonstrate 

and to outline the relationships among culture and PCI, managerial issues. and final e- 

mail adoption. The purpose of this study is to identi- how culture affects perceptions of 

PCI factors and critical issues. in ternis ci' I s d i n g  to r-mail adoption in Canada and 

Taiwan. This study applied innavation theory (Literatüre 7.1.3) to esplain the individual'; 

reactions to the introduction of e-mail techEoiog!*. Thus, two siruations. (1) (does culture 

impact on PCI factors?) and (2) (does culture impact on managerial issu es?)^ will be 

esamined to answer the two research questions. The relationships betwen h-ypothçses 

and detaiis of the proposed models will be discussed in the next section. 

Telephones 

Cellular Phones 

Intemet 

Canada 

98.7 % 

14.1 % 

7.4 941 

Tsi wan 

95.2% 

11.6% 

9.4% 



Relative Advantages 
Compatibility 
Image 
Ease of Use 
Result Dsrnonstrâbiliry 
Visibility 
Trialability 
Voluntariness 

(2) 1 Managerial Issues I 
Communication Cost 
Communication Speed 
Security 
Privacy 
Medium Richness 

Figure 4. Proposed Research Mode1 



3.1 Hypotheses and Detailed Proposa1 Modeis 

Figure 5. The Relationships between Culture and the PCI Factors 

The adoption of e-mail breaks down the structure of gatekeepers in the traditional 

organizational design and makrs supen.isors easirr to approach. People in SPD societies 

believc that superion ought to accessible, whereas people in LPD societies believe that 

superiors ought to inaccessible (Table 1. pp. 12). The function of e-mail supports the 

cuiture of the SPD societies, but does not accord well with LPD societies. Therefore. 

people in SPD societies are expected to perceive more relative advantages than will LPD 

societies in adopting e-mail. 

The adoption of e-mail creates more cornpetition and brinp uncertainty to the 

workplace. People in \WA societies believe that risk and cornpetition are inherent to life, 
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~ h e r e a s  people in SUA societirs are more concerneci ~vith security in life (Table 2, pp. 

II). The characteristics of e-mail fit the culture of LWA societies. Theref'ore' people in 

LWA societies are expected to perceive more relative ad\-antages to use e-mail than \vil1 

SUA societies in adopting e-mail. 

The adoption of e-mail increases mobile communication and decreases face-to- 

face communication. The characteristics of e-mail provide more bcnrfits to people in 

Individualist societies- because they believe that tmst ought to be placed in individuai 

decisions (Table 5, pp.16). In contrast, the characteristics of e-mail do not support the 

culture of Collectivist societies. because the. bclieve that tmst ought to be placed in 

oroup decisions (Table 3). Therefore. people in Individualist societies are expected to s 

perceive more relative advantagcs than will Collectivist societies in adopting e-mail. 

The adoption of e-mail provides equal opportuniries for individuais to access 
b 

information. People in Feminine societies believe thar sexes should be equal. rvhereai 

people in Masculine societies believe rhat men should dominate more than wornen (Table 

4 pp. 17). The functions of c-mail supports Ferninine societies. Thçrcfore. Feminine 

societies arc expected to perceive morc relative advantages than ni11 Masculine societies 

in adopting e-mail. 

According to Table 5 (pp. 19). the hypothesis conceming the relationship between 

relative ndvantage and e-mail adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 1: Canadians perceive more Relative Advniztnge than do Taiwanese in 
adopting e-mail. 
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The adoption of e-mail bnngs both a new innovation in the society. and more 

uncertaint) and competition to organizations. For esample, e-mail may reduce some of 

functions of telephone. mail. and fax (see pp.4-5). People in WUA societies believe that 

uncertain- is natural and are more wiiling to esperience risks in life, whereas people in 

Sui\ societies believe that uncertaine in life is a threat and there is a great concem u-ith 

securir). in life (Table 2). These characteristics of e-mail agreee with the culture of the 

WUA societies. Therefore, people in iW.4 societies are expected to perceive more 

compatibility than will those in SUA societies in adopting e-mail. 

According to Table 5.  the hypothesis conceming the relationship behveen 

compatibiliQ and e-mail adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 2: Canadians percsive more Com~atibilitv than do Taiwanese in adopting 
c-mail. 

Modem s o c i e ~  places great emphasis on the ability to connect to information. 

(Literature 2.1). and the Interner and e-mail. etc. have become very populor in tht society. 

The adoption of e-mail enhances the image of the individual. People in Individualist 

societies belirvs that the identity is based in the individual and everybody has neht to 

have a private lifc and individual opinions (Table 3). In contrast. people in Collectivist 

societies believe that the idzntit). is based in the social system, and individual opinions 

and a private life are inteniai*en with organizations (Table 3).  This characteristics o f  e- 

mail support the culture of Individualist societies. Therefore, people in Individualist 
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societies are espected to perceive more enhancement of image than will those in 

collectivist societies in adopting e-mail. 

According to Table 5: the hypothcsis concerning the relationship between image 

and e-mail adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 3: Canadians perceiire more Imaee than do Taiwanesc in adopting e-mail. 

The adoption of e-mail brings a flexibility of communication to societies. People 

in LWA societies bslieve that there should be as few niles as possible. xhereas people in 

SUA societies believe that there is a need for mitten niles and regulations (Table 2). 

People in L\U-A societies are more cornfonable esperiencing different things and using 

new communication tools. The characteristic of e-mail agrees with the culture of BrU.;\ 

'. 
societies. Thus. people in IVUA societies perceive more Ease of Use in adopting e-mail. 

Therefore, WJA societies are e'rpected to perceive more ease of use than will SUA 

societies. 

According to 5' rhs hypothesis conceming the relationship betueen ease of 

use and e-mail adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 1: Canadians perceive more Ease of Use than do Taiwanese in adopting 
e-mai 1. 

The potential adopters in SPD societies would be more likely to be able to obsen-e 

the results of using e-mail, because they believe that everyone should have equal nghts 
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(Table 1). People's performance cm be obsemed by others. In contrast. the potcntial 

adopters in LPD societies are less likely to be able to observe the results of using e-mail. 

because the' believe that pou-er-holders should ha\-e more authority (Table 1). People's 

performance is less obsenrable by others in a hierarchical structure. Therefore. people in 

SPD societies are expected to perceive more result demonstrability than will those in LPD 

societies in adopting e-mail. 

According to Table 5. the hypothesis conceming the relationship between result 

demonstrability and e-mail adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 5:  Canadians perceive more Resirlt DenronstrnbiIifi- than do Taiwanese in 
adopting e-mail. 

The potential adopters in SPD societies would be more likely to sre orher peoplq 

operate e-mail beforc adopting it. because they beliei-e that ewryone should have equal 

rights (Table 1). In contrast. the potential adopters in LPD societies are lrss likely to see 

other people use e-mail, because the) believe rhat pon-er-holdrrs should haïe more 

authority (Table 1). Therefore. people in SPD societies are espected to perceive more 

visibility than will those in LPD societies in adopting e-mail.. 

According to Table 5. the hypothesis concerning the relationship between 

visibility and e-niail adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 6 :  Canadians perceive more VLribilitv than do Taiwanese in adopting e-mail. 
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The potential adopters in U'UA societies are expected to h a ~ e  more opportunities 

to try e-mail before adopting it, because they are encouraged to have diverse experience 

(Table 2). In contrast. potenrial adopters -would ha\-e less opportunities to t q  e-mail 

before adopting it in the SUA because, people in SUA societies are not encouraged to on 

esperience different things (Table 3). Thus, people in SUA societies perceive less 

trialability in adopting e-mail. Then people in K L X  societies. 

According to Table 5 ,  the hypothesis conceming the relationship between 

trialability and e-mail adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 7: Canadian perceive more _TriulnbXtlit> than do Tain-anrse in adopting 
e-mail. 

The adoption of e-mail btings open information networks in to the society which C 

lead to free communications within oganization. (Vervest. 1984: Gates. 1995). 

Individualists belieïe that the autonomy and frecdom among people sho~ild exist (Table 

3). in contrast. the adoption ofe-mail breaks the order of the hicrarchical structure in the 

Collzctivist societies (Table 3). In other n-ords, i t  allows sarne-level and even cross-Iwel 

communication which does not agree with the hicrarchy of Collectivist societies. Thus. 

the characteristics of e-mail are less supporting of the culture of the Collectivist societies. 

Therefore, Individualist societies are expected to perceive more free will in adopting e- 

mail than wiil Collectivist societies. 

According to Table 5, the hypothesis conceming the relationship between 

voluntariness and e-mail adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 
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H 8: Canadian perceive mors Vol~iut~ri~zess than do Taifvanese in 

adopting e-mail. 

Summanr 

-. . The eight hyptheses (Figure :?lo in gmup 1. are fornid froni culture (Hofstede. 

1980) and the eight items of PCI inctrume~t (Moore and Benhasat. 199 1 ). -4 s u m m q  of 

the relationships of four cultural dimensions with each item of the PCI is shomn in Table 

7. 

I 1 I 

Irnags va ---- - 

EaseofUse I J 

Resuli 
Demonstrability G 

Visibilit?. G 

Trialability 1 d 

Voluntariness 
I 
I 



Dependent I ariable 

lrtckptzndenr l'orinblc 

Figure 6. The Reiationships behveen Culture and the Managerial Issues 

Table 2 shows that F W A  societies feeI that "tirne is fres", while SUA societies 

believe "tirne is n~oney". Thus. \"UA societies are less concerned with the value of time. 

whcrcas SLLA societies place greater value on tirne. Houever. rhere is no clear eviderice 

to predict the different perceptions of communication cost in adopting e-mail betwen 

WC.\ and SUA societies. As a result. the study assumes that there rnight be some 

differences but there is no sisnikant differencs in the perceptions of cornmunicarion cost 

in e-mail adoption in WUA and SUA societies. 

Table 5 shows that Canada is a W U k  soçiety and Tainan is a SUA socieh. Thus. 

the hypothesis concerning the relationship between communication cost and e-mail 

adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 9: There is no significatti differeerice in the perceptions of the importance of 
Conztnunicatiorz Cost in adopting e-mail benveen Canada and Taiwan. 
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As earlier disciissed in H l ,  thert? is no cleâr evidence to show the different 

perceptions of cornmimication speed in adopting e-mail brtwern l 'UA and SUA society. 

Therefore. the study assumes that there might he some differences but there is no 

significant difference in the perceptions of corninunication speed in s-mail adoption in 

WU.4 and SUA socieries. 

The hypothesis conccrning the rclîtionship bcnveen communication speed and e- 

mail adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 10: There is ito siertilicant diffrrence in the perceptions of the importance of 
Comnzrrnicatioiz Soeed in adopting e-mai! benveen Canada and T a i m .  

Table 3 sho\vs that LW.+ socierics enîoüragc nienibi.:i 12 take rish iri  Me: \\*hile 

SUA societies show grmer  concern with scîurity in life. Howe\-er, indi:.idualist socieri~s 

emphasize individual financial securie. whereas collectivisr socieries atrach morc 

importance to organizationsl security (Table 3). From cultural dimensions. there is no 

indications which point oiit rhr rr1üti~nsl:ip hetween sccurip and e-mail adoption 

between WU.4 and SUA societies. Thcrefure. ihis study assiimes the hypothesis that there 

might be some difference but there is no signiticant difkrence in the perceptions of 

security in e-mail sdoption between LWA and SUA societies, as wrll as Individualist and 

Collectivist societies. 

The hlpothesis concemir.; the rciotioa*hip behveen srcurity and e-mail adoption 

in Canada and 'Taiwan is: 
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H 11: Tnere is no sipriificnttt differettce in the perceptions of the importance of 
Secrtriîv in adopting e-mail betwer, Canada and Taiwan. 

Table 3 shows that Individualist societies stress rhat ths individual stio~ild ha\.e 

his or her own private l i k  and opinion, ~vhereas in Collectivist societies private life and 

individual opinion are intenvoven with rhose of the groups to which the individual 

belongs. This evidence show that the concept of privacy is based in the social system in 

Collectivist societies, whereas Individualist societies concentrate on personal privacy. As 

a result the cultural dimension can only esplain the aspect of quality than that of quantity 

in privacy. Therefore. this study assumes the hypothcsis tliat there miglit bc some 

differences but there is no significant difference in the perceptions of privacy in e-mail. 

adoption between Individualist and Collectivist societies. 

'6 

Table 5 shown thnt Canada is ar. individual socicty and Taiwan is a collectivist 

society. Thus. the hypothesis concemi~g the relationship bctiveen privac). and e-mail 

adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 12 : There is.m sietiifirniit diffrret~ce in the perceptions of the importance of 
Privucv in adopting e-mail between Canada and Taiwan. 

The adoption of e-mail brcaks ths hierarshical strucwe and render supemisors 

more accessible to their subordinates. The characteristics of e-mail agree with the culture 

of SPD societies, because people believe that superion ought to be accessible (Table 1). . 

In contrast it does not support the culture of LPD societies, because people believe that 
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maintaining a hierarchy is important (Table 1). Therefore. SPD societies are espected to 

perceive more Medium Richness in adopting e-mail :han \vil! LPD societies. 

The adoption of e-mail brings niore uncenniiity to societies. For esample. the 

functions of e-mail find more support nith the culture of \ W A  societies' because people 

believe that uncertainty is intrinsic in life (Table 2,). Hon-ewr. it introduces hazard to 

WUS societies. Thereforz. WL!A societies are espected ro perceire more medium 

nchness in adopting e-mail than wil! SUA societies. 

The adoption of e-mail reduces the amouni of cornnxmication undertaken in a 

traditional marner and disrupts the regdations of the hierarchical structure in Collect ivist 

societies. The characteristics of e-mail a g m  u-ith the communication style of 

Individuaiis! societics. bccaiise people belicve that aiironoriiy and i-ariety are impon to 

people in individualist societies obtain niore hlrdii:m Riç!uiess in  adopting e-mail. 

Therefore. Individualist societies air expected to percrive more Medium Richness that 

that will SUA societies. 

The hypothesis conccrning the relationship berween medium richness and e-mail 

adoption in Canada and Taiwan is: 

H 13: Canadian perceive more Merliimtn Riclrness tiisn do Taiivanese in adopting 
e-mail. 



Ch apter 4. Resenrclt Metltoriolog~* 

4.1 Sample Overview 

This study assumed that certain e-mail characteristics like spèed of delivery 

motivate potential users to adopt e-mail. Informatioii iiitcnsiw finlis (Por:er and Millar. 

1983) are potentialiy the majority adapter5 of e-mail due to their reiiance on information 

exchange. The sarnple selection concentrated on the banking industry. Two main reasons 

are proposed. 

First, the banking systems in Canada and Taiwîn werc analogous. The principal 

senices offered by the banks in the iwo countrics aie siniilar. including deposits and 

withdrawals, financial bsnds' loüns. cüriim~rcisl cirafis. iettcrs of credit. foreign 

cumncies eschange. cash car&. ciedit caïds. 2nd sa on. I'unheimore. therz are seïeral 

options with each service. For instance. various account deposits includrd checkin3 

account deposits, savings account deposits, terni deposits. and so forth. 

However, it should be nored that there wero riifferences dw to culture. market 

dernand. and regdariori (Le. thc respeçti;.e banking iaxs of Canada and the Republic of 

China). ihat result in different services ofiered bj- the banks in both countrics. For 

esampie. Canadian bais provided niutual fiind senices that allowed people to bu- and 

seIl mutual funds in banks withoiit consulting with professional inwstinent firms, while 

mutual fûnd services were no1 offered by Taiwancse banks, but àeloriged exclusively to 

professional investment firms. Also. Retirecien! Savings Plans (RSPs) xere available in 

Canada, but not in Taiwan. 
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The second reason in selecting the banking industry was that most banks are not 

currently using e-mail to cornmimicate with their customers. Howe~e r~  hns t rong  and 

Hagel III (1 996): and Spar and Bussgang (1 996) poiiitcd oüt that clcrtronic commerce is 

the future in financial industries. For esaïnple busiriess o:i-he7 an-line eschange. and 

electronic cash (E-cash or E-rnoiiey) are forecsst t be a growtli arra for financial 

institutions. Therefore: the use of e-mail communication in the banking industn is 

expected to soon becorne populu. 

Finally, the author was familiar with hoth countries and was rblz ro collect dam 

and access informarion. Tbs sample i!ivolved bznks in the ci!y of Oaav;a in Canada and 

Taipei in Taiwan. Each of rhese two cities is rhe capital of iis rcspzctiw coiintry. In 

addition. Ottawa3 economy possesses a large high-tech sector and Taipei i j  n rconomic 

center in Taiwan. Therefore. both citirs can be recognized as information inrcnsive areas. 

' L  

A sume? (Appendices A and 3)  naas used in this study. version one in English 

and a second in Chinese. The questionnaire iricluded one cover page with the r-mail 

introduction and instruction' and six sections of questions. Sections -4 and C are designed 

to measure the attitudes toward e-mail which correspond to e-mail critical issues: srcrion 

B represents the rzte of e-mai! adoption and i,theï charnels of communication: section 

evaluates niediuni richess. section E nieasGre4; t t x  ?Cf for e-mai!. and section F asks 

demographic information of participants such as gender. age. level of education, and so 

on. Each section measured different constnicts which will be explainrd separately. 



4 . 1  The PCI Factors 

In Section E, the items pertairiing to the K I ,  1;-ere taken from a sun-ey developed 

by Moorc and Benbasat (1991). It inchdes 32 qwstions ai;d iiscs 7 scales in this study. 

The original sunrey intended ta measure the characteristics of the adoption of Personal 

Work Stations (PWS) by individuals. is well established and has bcen widely used and 

tested in the IS field. For esample, it was appiicd by Gagliardi (1 995) to test perceptions 

adopt Smart Card. Thus, diis srudy apglici [he PCi instrument ro identiQ the initial 

adoption and eventual diffusion of e-moii imovarim in the aganization. 

The items intended to measure the Scanie consrrict u.-ith s e v m l  similar questions 

for the PCI factors (Le. relative advantagt. cornparibility. image. ease of use. result 

demonstrability. visibi!ity. trirlability, and voiuntarinzss). Table 8 s h o w  the constructs. 

and items of PCI f'zctors as quote i n  the swveyi 

Table S. The Construct and items of PCI Factors 

r -- P 
Construc t Items 1 Nurnber 

i 
11 Relative Advaniage 1 PCI4. 10.13.21.30 I 5  

Ease of lise PCI L,9. 17' 22 4 

Result D e m ~ n s t ~ b i l i t y  1 PCI 5_ 1 1. 14: 28 4 

II Trialability 1 PCI 6. 15 20,29 1 



4.2.2 Managerial Issues 

4.2.2.1 Medium Richness 

The itenis relating to perceived medium richness in Section DI were developed b>- 

Webster (1995) and includes 8 questions and usez 7 scale measuremen:. Table 9 s h o w  

. the constnicts and items of medimi richiiess (i-r. keclback~ medium richness. and 

persona1 cornniunication). 

Table 9. The Construct and Items of Medium Richness 

Conslmct 

Feedback 

Critical Issues 

Total 

42 -22  

Sections A and C are designcd by the a i i h r  to collect data rrlating to 

communication cost, coinniunication specd. sec~~r i t y .  zuid privacy which cui~cspond to e- 

mail critical factors. Section h contained more general leve! question. whereas Section C 

concentrated on the differences betweeii colleagues and customers in usinj e-mail. Seven- 

point Likert scales with "strcngly disagree' to "strongly agree" endpoints were applied for 

these two sections. 

Items 

Rich 1, 5 

8 

Nurnber 

- 3 

b 



4.2.2.3 Other 

Section B represents the rate of e-mail adoption and other charnels of 

communication. such as phone. fas. and the Warld Wide W b .  In addition. the questions 

required to indicatc tliat whether the ogaiiization piaris to use tliosc- communication tools 

currently, in the fi~ture. nex;er. or has no opinion. 

4.2.3 Dernographics 

Section F asked about demographic information of participants such as gender- 

age, companfs name. levei of educatiûn! the niimber of employees in the respondent's 

depanment and branch. Tu-O ~iiics:iuris ssked the ekçtronic cornrriunication tools for 

currcnt niid for furure use in order to double check the questions In Section B. The las1 

trvo questions related to thc frequency of using e-mail. This section dealt more with 

nominal data and multiple choice questions. . C 

In Canada. an Englisli version of qiies~io~naire w s  adniinistered and in Taiwan a 

Chinrse [Mandarin) version Kas ad!iiinistrrcd. rr 2çc:irig tke fiia-jciri~ oftkiîl langua_or of 

each countp. The English version \vas dcvelcped E r s .  and then truislated iiito Chinese. 

A back-translation of the Chinese version vas applied to ensure that rneaninps and ideas 

remained similar in the two versions. This is an important aspect of cross-cultural 

research. even when the eqtiivalent concepts arc missing in the other language (Brislin. 

1970; Sinaiko and Brisliii. 1973; Hofstedz ! 9813;. 

Dunng the back-trans!atioii of Chinese version process. several problems 

appeared in the questions, such as arnbiguous vocabularies, and rvording problems. For 

examplc, question 2 of section D was clear in English but unclear in the Chinese 
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language, especially the key words '-esplicit messages". for which it was v e q  difficult to 

find the precise vocobuiary to replace the oripirial English words without s l igh t l~  

changing the original meanines. ..\!sa qic~tioris i . 4. aiid 5 are relati~ely short in 

sentences u-hich might be rasy to uiidentand in English bu: they were not easy to 

translate into Chinese bu only few u-ords. Further? quesrions 1. S. 76- and 3 1. in Section 

E, are sentences in a negative voice which arc foumi l e s  in Cliincse. Thus. the 

differences bettveen both iranslariors had been do'~bIe ckcçf ed and modi5ed to enhance 

the accuracy of the rrmslatim (Bris!in. 1970). *fie q i i c s t i~ i~ r i r e  in English and Chinese 

versions are anachcd as in Appciidiccs -4 and B iespectively . 

4.3 Procedures 

The sarnplr concentnxd on the individiizl branches of harks. At lcast 30 

branches of domestic banits in cüch city :ver- se!ected at imdorn from the list in the- 

telephone directory of each ci:'. In the process of randorn sarnpling. seiection was 

ensurcd the samples were represrntotiw of the whole ci?. The mits of analysis \ver< 

individuals - one or two respondents -- in each cornpan?.. The target rzspondents w r e  

account managers or branch managers whose prirnary job function is to deal n-ith 

customers. n-ho thus shoidd naw mors chances tg ~ s c  e-mail in their work thari other 

employees. 

The e-niai1 survey concentrated on individuai managers' perceptions. Based on 

the cultural difference and geographic location of Canada and Taiwan, diverse data 

collecting mçthods were chosen to increase respons;: rate (DiIlman: 1 978). In Ottau-a. 

telephone calls werc made first to collecî the hmch  mrinager's narne and fax number in 
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order to send out sunlry. The fax was chirfly zpplied to collect data, persona1 deliien; 

\vas employed to support data collecting. Or. :he other hanci: quesrionnaires were sent by 

persona1 delivery to collect data in Taipei. The major reason is rhat the face-to-face 

communication is more direct and has influence on rhe Taiwanese managers. 

The respondents who returned insomplrte suweys reported that the. do not use e- 

mail and so rejected answeriilg the sitnlcy. Managers ;\-ho did :lot respond were contacted 

by telephone; hcwever, they w r e  stili unwilling to ais\\er the questionnaire. Thee  

reasons for not participating in this e-maii smdy in Ottawa can be posited. First. managers 

who were not using e-mail trnded to feel cincomfortablc answering the questionnaire. 

Second? some m a r q e r s  who vxre using e-mail only for intsrnal communication w r e  

the? ivere ioo bus! to padcipav in the rescsrch. Therefox. the c-mail sunfey hac! a low 
b 

response rate in Canada. 



Ci2 ap ter 5. 

5.1 Respondents Rate 

A total of 170 questionriaires w r e  sent out. and a tota1 of 1 1  responses were 

received; 1 1 of which were retunied uncompletd. 4 k r  fnllowing-i:p on missed sections 

and questions, a total of 50 completed surveys w r e  re tmed  for a 25% rate of response in 

the e-mail adoprion s w e y  of bariks in Canada. 

In Taipei, 70 questionnaires were sent and a total of 41 surveys w r e  retumed. 4 

of which could not be included in this study. as the) were from foreign baks.  insurance 

companies. or trxiing compa!iies. Anothe. 5 !lx! inconipkte data. Iherefore. z total of 34 

effective samples were obtained. f ~ r  a 4??4 rare of rcspanse in the c-mail adoptioil sune). 

of b a d s  in Taiwan. Thus. a rotal sample sun'ey a l  b4 wiviil bs exarnined in this study. 

. 
5.2 Data Overview 

The different banking polit>- in the LW counrrics Icd to disparate distriburion of 

data in both countries. First. the data of Canadian side were derived from sis major 

domestic banks in Ottawa (Le. The Royal Bank, Canadian International Bank of 

Commerce, the Bank of N o w  Scotia. the Bank of Montreal' the Toronto Dominion B a d .  

and National Bank of Caiiadz) and Canada Tnist, m d  tended to reperition. On the other 

hand. the data of Tailvanese data w r e  froni tuerity-one domesiic banks and were less 

reprtit ive. More detailed differeiices be!i~eer. iuiû sar~ples will be examined in the 

demographic section of findings. 



5.3 Data Analysis 

The SPSS program (Stevens, 19921, a reliable and common statistics software 

programo \vas einployed to esnmine the relztive importance of variables in the e-mail 

adoption study. The data analysis was applied as follows. 

First. demographic data from this study xere anaiyzed in frequency and 

descriptive tables to provide hrther information relating to banking industry. Funher! the 

Chi-square test was applied to determine the significance of nominal data. Second. 

Cronbach's alpha coefficient was iised iri asscssing the relirbility of measurements. Third. 

the research objrctive \vas ro test hypotheses by esaminin- the significant of the PCI 

factors and managerial issues between two countries. l'wo-!ailed t-test method \vas 

employed to analyze the hypo thcses. Fi nall y. the correlation amorig the de pendenr 

Irariables was used to deterrnine if thers is an? possible relarionship hcnveen rhz PCI 
- C 

factors and sriiical issues in adopting e-niail in t ~ i o  cûunrries. 

5.4 Dernographics 

This section presents the demographic data to provide the background information 

on the banking industry in borh countries. First, the demûgraphic characteristics tested 

included gendrr: age, 'oranch size, ûnd education level (TaHe 10). The frequency tables 

will be demonstrated to underlinc the differmses accordiiig to country. Ne?tt$ the trends in 

use of comrn~inication tools (Table 1 1) including phone, fax, e-mail' and the World Wide 

Web (LVWW) presently and in the future will be discussed. Then, the relationships 

between the types of messages versus the choice of communication tools in the bank, 

(Table 12), will be analyzed. Furthe- a frequency table of e-mail use between the two 
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countries (Table 1 3) will be presrnted. Finally. Tables 14 and 15 present the participating 

organization and e-mail usage in the Canadian banks. 

5.4.1 Demograp hics 

The demographic data (Table 10) show thar the nuinber of niale bank managers 

was slightly higher than that of fernale bank managers in Eoth countries. The percentage 

of male mangers waj 58.8% in T r i w n  a x i  53.3% in Canada. iIov;evcr, thrre was no 

statistical significance (.658) berwcn coimrries in ihe gender factor; as a result? 

geiider is not a variable of interest in cornparhg Canada and Taiwan. 

Basicallj*. the Ievel of educarion of Taiwanesc mariagers was higher than that of 

Canadian. Half of Taiwanese managers who w r k c d  in bank had a bachelor's dcgrre but 

only 26.6% of Canadian managers hait the snmc. !ri addition. !kre was a statistically 

significant difference ( -009)  betweri twc countriei in educariori Irïe! which shows that 

the education level might be an important facto: in ciilopring e-mail. Howeïer. 73.4% of 

Canadian managers reponed that the)- had attended some other training course from rheir 

bank. This informôtion sujgests that Canadian banks might pay more attention 

managerial training. 

There Kas no significanî d i k e n c e  in  agé. distri'nlition bctu-een Canadian and 

Taiwanese managers. The average age of Taiwanese panicipmts kvas 36.3 and the 

Canaciian managers had an average age of 37.5. Funlier. the inajority of managers' ages 

rznged from 30 to 49 in both countries. N o  statistical sigcificance (577) \vas shown 

between the two cotintrirs in the age factor. Thus: âge w s  not considered as controlled 

variable. 
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Table 10 Demographic Frequency Table of Bmk between Canada and Taiwan 

Gender: MaIe 
Fernale 

kducation 
Secondary School 
Cornmuniv or 

Technical College 
Bachelor's Degse 
Master Degrce 

Branch Size 

Canada Taiwan 

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 

58.8% 
4 1.2% 

Chi-square: . 1 95 DF: 1 / P-value = -658 > .O5 
l -> not sienificance 

- -- 

C hi-square: 3 -5'36 Dl? 3 P-value < .O09 < .O5 
+ significance 

ï-value : 5 6  P-value: 377 > .oj -+ not significance 
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Horsever, there is a clear diffcrence in the size of bank branch between the two 

countries. The branch size varies from branch to branch in both countries. However. 

Canadian banks employed fron 6 people to 80 peop!e. wherras Taiwanese banks 

employed frorn 13 people to up to 3900 people. In addition. the average workforce of 

Canadian bank branches was 77.5 but the Taiwanese banks were relatively huge in size 

n-ith an average workforce of 129.9 employees. One esplanation could br that sorne of 

the Taiwanese samples werc in urban areas, were main branches. or even bank 

headquarters, ernploying more than a thousand peopk. This evidence indicates that 

Canadian banks ofien perform at a relativit!y mal! scale of size. 011 the other hand. 

Taiwanese banks are more Iikeiy 'hureaucratic in nr~aniz:irinn on a grmd scsle. Canadim 

b a k s  could be more innovative than Tain-mese becar!se rhe former is more rechnology- 

intensive. while the latter is more human resource-intensive. Notwithstaiiding. tiiere is no 
' L 

statistically significant difference (-252) in branch s i x  (Table 10j betm-een two coiintries. 

5.42 Trends of Communication Tods 

The traditional comm~inica:ion tools such as the telephone and fax machine are 

stil! the most popular communication tools in rhs badins  industq. As shwn in Table 

11' the sample data clearly support this fact. Both Caiiadian and Taiwanese managers 

strongly agrerd (100%) to use the phone zd f ~ i  currentiy and in the fürwc. 

The electronic communication tools such as e-mai! and the WWVVW, especially in 

Taiwan' were reiarively low. Cui~ently, ocly 14.70% of Taiwanese managers are using e- 

mail as well as the WWW, whiie the percentage of Canadian managers who arc familiar 

with e-mail (73.3%) is relatively liigh and 50% of managers have accçss to the WWW. 
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The data suggests rhat there is a relatively high potential (82.4%) for adoption of e-mail in 

Taiwan in the future. Moreover, managers fiom boih counti-ies are inteiested in adopring 

e-mail and the WU'W in their organizaiioiis in the future. 

As illustrated in Table 12, al1 the conmunication tools have a relatively higher 

usage in communicating general information than personal account information. Ir is an 

understandable pheiiomenon considering the characreristics of financial industry in which 

banks deal with r.utrernely c~nfideiitial aiid sensitive inforniation on a daily basis. To 

ensure the personal identity of customers. nianagers may stil! prefer using face-to-face 

communication to handle more private infmnation. such as persona1 account 

information. Thus. questions of security and privacy in adoption of innovation are the 

critical issues for those managers who consider using e-mail in financial industry. 

As shorvn in Table 13. Cmadia~i  m n n q r s  had more esperience in using e-mail 
b 

than Taiu-anese managers. In Canada, a g r e i  nimber of rrianagew had been usiiig e-mail 

for more than 24 months (43.3%) and a majority use ir now on a daily basis (56.7%). As a 

result. based on Rogers' five adopters categones (see pp. 7and 8). they can be categorized 

as majority adopters. ln contrast, 1 1.8% of Taiwanese managers who u-ere using e-mail 

can be classified as laggards in adopting e-mail. According to Rogers' the theop of 

diffusion of innovation, the dornestic Canadian Oaks rire more innovative advance in 

adopting e-mail than the dornestic Taiwznese banks in this study. 



Table 11 Communication Tools iii Bank between Canada and Taiwan 

Canada Tai wan 

I 
Fax 100% 1 WO/'G 1 100% 

t -t+ 

Future Current 

Phone 100% 1 I 100% 

World Wide 
Web 

Table 12 Message us. Communication Tools in Bank betwcen Canada and Taiwan 

Future 

1 OOYG 

( 'mida Taiwan 

C urrent 

1 00% 

I 1 Persona! 1 1 Personal 
General 

Information 

Phone 

World Wide 93.3% 
I 

Web 

Accoiint 
Information 

Fas 

100% 

93.3% 83.3% 1 97.1% 1 88.2Oh 
1 ! 

I 

General 
Information 

jrccount 
Information 

90% 1 97.1% 
I 

I 
97.1 % 
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Table 13 Frequency of E-mail Using in Bank behveen Canada and Taiwan 

How long have e-mail 
been using in.company? 

> 24 Months 
> 13 & < 24 Months 

6 & < 12 Months 
< 6 Months 
Never Used 

How often have 'ou been 
using e-mail in company? 

Dai1 y 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Never 

Canada 

Frequenc y Percent 

Taiwan 

Frequency Percent 

Table 14 Pirticipating Organizaiions -Canada 

Royal Bank 
CIBC 
TD Bank 
Canada Trust 
Nova Scotia 
Montreal 
National Bank of Canada 

F reqiie tic y ------ Percent 



Table 15 Distribution of E-mai1 Using in Participate Canadian Bank 

I I I  
Never 
Used 

As disçussed earlier. the Tziwaiisse data hsw a less homogenous distribution. as 

they came from twnty-one barAs. and as a result. it is hard to summarize the 

characteristics of the smple .  The Canadian data have a more homogenous distribution. 

as s h o ~ i  in Table 14. the thirty samples concentrated on six major dornestic barAs and 

one tnist company. Consequently. severzl important phenornena c m  be generalized. Four 

out of seven institutes wrrr applying c-mail comnunication in their work and nineteen 

out of the thirt). managers (Table 15) who respmded to the e-mail suney worked at those 

banks. This evidence might esplain why the response rate was relatively low in Canada. 

Because many branches do not yet have e-mail some managers did not feel cornfortable 

answenng the questionnaire. Howcver. those mamgers who aiready use e-mail are 
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frequent usen; wirli seventeen out of nineteen adopters using e-mail daily. Thus. e-mail 

can be considered a useful cornm~~nicarion tool in their organization. 

Summan~ 

The demographic variables such as gender. age. and branch size lvere controlled. 

However. education levrl of both samples showed a significant difference. Thus. a 

detailed discussion of educatinn level will f?~llow ir, disçiiscion section. In addition. phone 

and fax are sri11 the most popular communication tools in the banking indust-. Canadian 

banks had a higher adoption rate for e-mail than Taiwanese banks. Currently. e-mail 

adoption is relatiwly low in Taiwan. but i t  has a high potential of being used in the 

fûture. 

5.5 Tests of Reliabilities 
C 

As mentioned earlizr. several questions helG a simiIar idea to rneasure the sarns 

construcr in Table 8 (PCI factors) and Table 9 (Medium Richness). The relisbiiity test 

\vas perfomcd to ensure that the intemal constnicis w r e  consistentl- valid instruments 

in this study. Cronbach's corilicirnt alphüs w i e  colculareci across two sarnples to 

analyze the reliability of instruments iri  thk st~idy. Basically. a higher Cronbach's 

coefficient alpha. indicating a hi& reliability, is desirable. However. studies have not 

established a standard cut-off value as a critenon in determining the reliability of 

measurernent. According to Moore and Benbasat (1991), Gay et al. (1  992). the 

Cronbach's alpha exceeding 0.70 can be considered satisfactory. Other studies ( S u ~ a l l y  
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1991) pointed out that the alpha value between 0.50 and 0.60 is reasonably acceptable for 

less established research. 

Table 16 Reliability Coefficients Alpha of PC1 Factors 

The measures of eighi PCI factors çsn br coiisideied acceptahly satistàctop 

according to the results of reliability test. As shown in Table 16. nine of the sisteen items 

were above a = .70 level. four of the sixteen were between alpha = .60 and .70. and only 

three were below the .60 level. Thus. the items taken from the Moore and Benbasat 

survey c m  be recognized as reliable instruments for measuring e-mail adoption in this 

study. However, three constructs were below a = .60 in the I'aiwanese data: Image (328 ) .  

Result Demonstrability (570). and Voluntariness (.456). 

Re1 at ive Advantage 

Compatibility 

Image 

Ease of Use 1 -739 
I------ 

-735 
I 

Result Demonstrabil i h .  -859 

Visibility 

Trialability 

Volun tariness 

_ < - - -  ---.- 7 

Canada Taiwan 

-9J8 

.668 

-697 

-763 

.757 

,528 
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Two possible esplanations can b î  posited for the lower reliabilities of Image. 

Result Demonstrabilitv. and Voluritnriness in the l'aiwmese data. The overall alpha in 

Canada (.668 to .938) was relatively higher than that of Taiwan (-456 to .763). indicating 

that perhaps this PCI questionnaire is more suited to Canadian culture. Therefore. the PCI 

instrument in Taiwan can be considered as less established research in tems of applying 

Cronbach's coeftiicient alpha so that an alpha equal or bener than 30 would be an 

acceptable adjustment for this study. 

However, the low score of Voluntziness (.456) still falls belou- the standard o f  

reliability. possibly due to problems of measurement. Table 8 s h o w  that only two items 

( 1 and 8) were taken to measure the characteristics of Voluntariness conipared to three to 

seven items for the otliers consrrucrs. Thus. the !ox  reliability of the consrnict of 

Voluntariness ma! bs a resul: of a fia:\-ed questiomiairc design. Xlso. the idea of 

Voluntariness in adopting e-mail in organization might b t  less farniliar in ~aiwanes; 

culture or i t  could be different constructs in Taiwan and in Canada. The Iow alpha score 

of Voliintarinsss in Taiwan c m  be considered as a fair phenornenon in this s-niail study. 

The study by Moore and Benbasat ( 199 1 al30 confimed that initial reliability score of 

Voluntanness was lower than desired. However. Voluntariness is not going to be 

discussed in this study due to the loiver reliability score. 



Table 17 Reliability CoeEcients Alpha of Medium Richness 

Canada Taiwan 

Feedbac k 

1,  

As Table 17 indicates. four out of six items were belon- a=.6O levei and Medium 

Richness was the only construct meeting the alpha standard requircd by this study to be 

considered (a > = .60). As discussed earlier. Thus. the instrument of medium nchness 

was less reliable than that of PCI. 

Two possible explanations reiztcd io instrument p r - abhs  c m  be put fonh for the 

lower reliabilities of Feedback (.4 16 and . E 3 )  and Personal Communication (A94 and 
b 

-588). Table 8 shows that four items (1. 4. 6. and 7 )  nieasüre the consrruct of Medium 

Richness. whereas only two items measure Feedback (1 and 5)  and Personal 

Communication (3 and 8). contriburing to a !ower degree of reliability. The two 

constnicts could fail to describe similar ideas. and did not capture homogeneous 

meanings or reflect the same underlying constnicts. 

During the back-translation of Chinese version process, several serious problems 

were discovered in the questions of Medium Richness section. such as ambiguous 

meanings and wording problems. For example. the mraning of "to tailor messages'' 

(question 3: Appendix A, Section D. pp. 5).  \vas clear in English but unclear in the 

Chinese language, for which it was very difficult to find the precise vocabulary to replace 

.523 

Personal Communication 

A16 

Medium Richness 

1 

-494 588  

.65 1 .762 
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the original English question uithout losing some meanings or creating extra meanings. 

Thus, the instrument of Medium Richness has less interna1 consistency in its question 

design for the Chinese version. Therefore, ihis stiidy wiil concentrate on the coiistruct of 

Medium Richness' which is within acceptable reliability for this e-mail snidy. 

5.6 Tests of Hypotheses 

According to the research mode1 and hj-potheses in Chapter three. there were two 

sets of dependent variables ro f o m  tw.0 groups of hypotheses in this study. Two tests 

were conducted to test each group of Iijpotheses. Firstly. hypotheses tests were 

administrated to examine the relationships brtween the independent variable and 

dependent ~ariables. Secondly. mean cornparison \vas applied to determine the 

relationships between the two samples. The two-tailed t-test method \vas used to test the 

research hypotheses in this study. The statistical significance of the p-value (< =.05) 

indicated whether or not a hypothesis \vas supponed. 

According to multiple statistical tests. howeve:. the t-test might be have the 

probability of spurious results (Stevens. 1952). For esample. a study set u =.O5 in 

conducting a single statistical test: therefore. the probability of rejecting falsely is under 

control. However, this research intended to measure eight PCI factors. each at the .O5 

level. comparing each pair of groups. The probability of a false rejection is no longer 

under control for the eight sets of t-tests. Thus, the Bonferroni Inequality adjustment 

should be applied to give reasonable experiment-wise for alpha value in this study. 
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The eight PCI hypotheses are each tested at the same alpha 1evel (.Oj) and the 

tests are independent. As a result. the probability of no type I errors for the overall alpha 

c m  be calculated as: 

ru 
Overall a = 1- (1- a') (1- a') .... (1- a') = 1- (1- a )  = 0.33 

Therefore. wirh 8 hypotheses t-tests of the cntical value for a should be less 

than .O5; as a result test-wise cc = .Cl will bc applied in this study. 

5.6.1 PCI Factors 

As seen in Table 18, four hypotheses had statistical significant differences (u < 

-01) and the results of analysis rnainly supported the theoretical mode1 in this study. Also. 

Table 18 indicated each group mean and standard dcviations (Std. Dev.) for the PCI 

factors in the correspori.ding scales. Howe:-er. Hl .  H 3. and H 7 wcrr not suppoi-ted as 

they did not have a statistically significant alpha. In addition. H 8 was dropped in study 

because it did not pass reliability test. The results will bc discussed in more Jetai1 in the 

nsxt section. 
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Table 18. Summary of Result for Research Mode1 Hypotheses - PCI 

Hypotheses 

H 1 Relative Advantages: 
No S ign i f i ca  

Difference 

H 2 Compatibility: 
Significant Difference 

H 3 Image: 
No Significant 

Di fference 

H 4 Ease of Use: 
Significant Difference 

H 5 Result Demonstrability: 
Significant Difference 

H 6 Visibility: 
Significant Difference 

H 7 Trialability: 
No Significant 

Di fference 

Canada 

Std. 
Dev. -- 

1 534 

-.- 

1 -352 

Taiwan 

I 
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ResuIt 

The research question "Do Canadian managers differ in perceptions of e-mail 

from Taiwanese managers?'' was affirmed by the dala. As s h o m  in Figure 7. four out of 

seven hypotheses were supponed in this research. Thus. the relationship between the 

original independent variable and dependent variables could b t  espressed as: National 

culture had an affect on the PCI factors in adopting e-mail in Canada and Taiwan. The 

explanations for each hypothesis will next be discussed. 

- 
Relationship found to he significant at u=.01 b e l  

. * . * . - - - - - - -  

Relationship not found to be significant 

Figure 7. The Results behrreen Culture and the PCI Factors 



H 1 : Canadians perceive more Relative Advantape 
adopting e-mail. 

67 
than do Taiwanese in 

According to the. Bonferroni heqmility adjustmtnt. the data showed that this 

hypothesis did not pass critical wlue for alpha .O! level. Thus. the result of no 

statistically significant difference (a=-046) shows that the hypothesis uas not fully 

supported. 

However. table 18 shows that the mean scale of relative advantage in Canada 

(5.298) was higher than that in Taiwan (4.610). On average. Canadian managers still 

perceived higher Relative Advantage than did Taiwvmese. 

H 2: Canadians perceive more C o n r ~ a t i b i ~ i ~  than do Taiu-anesc in adopting 
e-mail. 

The u value of .O01 sha\vs siatisiical signifieance and that the results suppon 

hypothesis. As discussed in literature (see pp. 33). the adoption of e-mail is seen to more 

compatible to Canadian than to Taiwanese managers. Based on Hofstede's study. U'eak 

Uncertainty Avoidance (WUA) societies are more willing io have change in their life. E- 

mail communication bnngs new imo~ation to the society. Canada is a \T'.A society and 

enjoys more compatible with the values of the sociep in adopting e-mail. On the 

contrary. Taiwan is a Strong Uncertainty Avoidance (SUA) society. which is more 

resistant to uncertainty in the society. In addition. Small Power Distance (SPD) societies 

are less concemed about hierarchy than Large Power Distance (SPD) societies. E-mail 
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communication breaks d o m  hierarchies. Thus. SPD society gains more compatible 

advantages. The adoption of e-niai1 countcrs this tenciency. and as a result. Taiwanese 

managers mai  be less willing to adopt e-mail. Table 18 shows that the mean scale of 

compatibility in Canada (5.21 6) was higher than that in Taiwan (4.141). On average, 

Canadian managers perceived higher Compatibiiity than did Taiwmese. 

H 3: Canadians perceive more I m w e  than do Taiwanese in adopting e-mail. 

The a404 shows that there is no statistical significance and the hypothesis 

should not be supported. As discussed in literature (pp. 34. 3 5 ) .  Canadians w r e  expected 

to see Image mmo enhanced bu e-mai! [han wrc T3iwnesc. However. the findings 

suggest that the image of adopting s-rrd n~igh t  i c  i o w r  in Canada and higher i? 

Taiwan. The possible reason is that Canadian managers u-ere more fmil iar  with e-mail. 

and so it did not bring more prestige to the individual adopter in Individualist societies. 

However. Taiwanese managers were less famil iar with e-mail. and so it might give more 

distinction to the individual adopter in Collectivist societies. Table 18 shows that the 

mean scale of compatibilitj in Canada (3.327) l o \ w  than that in Taiwan (3.949). 
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H 4: Canadians perceive more Erne of L;se than do Taiwanese in adopting 
e-mail. 

The result of a statistically significant difference (u<.001) sho\vs that the 

hypothesis was supported. As discussed earlier @p. 35), the adoption of e-mail was seen 

to provide more Ease of Use tn Canadian han to Taiwmese mmagers. According to 

Hofstede, WLTA societies belicve that there sliould be as feu- iules as possible. The use of 

e-mail leads to a flexibility of communication with in a society. Canada is a WLTA society 

and enjoys the ease of use of e-mail communication. In contrast. Taiwan is a SUA 

society. which believes that there is a need for witten niles and regulations. The ease of 

use of e-mail interferes with the bureaiicratic structure and as â result. Taiwanese 

managers rnay be less likely to consider addopping e-inail. Table 18 show that the mean 

scale of ease of use in Canada (5.291) \vas higher than that in Taiwan (4.3 15). On 

average. Canadian managers perceiïe higher Ease of L'se than do Taiaanese. 
L 

H 5: Canadians perceive more Result Dc.mortstrubiIirt' than do Taiwanese in 
adopting r-mail. 

The statistically significani difference (a<.001) shows that the hypothesis was 

supported. As discussed earlier (pp. 35. 36), the adoption of e-mail \vas expected to haïe 

more Result Demonstrability in Cznada than in Taiwan. According to Hofstede. people in 

SPD societies can easily observe the results of others, because they believe that everyone 

should have equal nghts. Thus, the dernonstrability of result of e-mail communication is 
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more visible in Canadian organizations. because Canada is a SPD society. On the other 

hand. the performance of people is less conspicuous in LPD societies like Taiwan. 

because they believe that power-holders should have more authority. Taiwanese managers 

in a LPD socieh may be more reluctant to adopt e-mail. Table 18 show-s that the mean 

scale of Result of Demonstrabilir) in Canada (5.332) \vas relatively higher than that in 

Taiwan (4.1 0 1) and the mean difference was 1 -24 1 . On average- Canadian managers 

perceive higher Result Demonstrability than do Taiwanese. 

H 6: Canadians perceive more Zlribilifi than do Taiwanesc in adopting r-mail. 

The statisticall!- significant difference (u<.001! show that the hypothrsis \vas 

supponed. From the literature (see pp. 36). the adoption of e-mail \vas espccted to h a y  

more visibility in Canada than in Taiwan. The condition of visibility is similar to that of 

result drmonstrahilit> as esplained in HS aboime. Table 1 S shows that the mean of 

visibilin- in Canada (4.838) \vas relatively higlier than that il: Taiwan (3.493) and the 

mean difference was 1.345- On average. Canadian managers prrceived higher Visibility 

than did Taiwanese. The result also indicated that e-mail communication was less seen. 

because the score of visibilic was lower than that of result demonstrability. 



H 7: Canadians perceive more TriaInbiIitl: than do Taiwanese in adopting 
e-mail. 

The result of no staristically significant difft.reiice (a=-101) shows that the 

hypothesis should not be supporied. -4s discussed in literaiure (pp. 37). Canadian w r e  

expected to perceive more trialability than were Taiwanese. However. the findings 

suggest that the trialabilih of adopting e-mail might be lower iri  Canada and higher in 

Taiwan. The possible reason is that Canadian managers were more familiar with e-mail 

and so it was lcss ncces sq  to use e-niai1 on a trial basis bcfore adopting it  than in 

Taiwan. Table 18 shows that the mean scale of trialability in Canada (3.861) cvas slightly 

lower than that in Taiwan 0.957). 

H 8: Canadians perceive mcire b'ohtnrirzcss tlian do Tai\\-anese in adopting 
e-mai 1. 

-4s mentioned earlier in reiiability test. the l o w r  reliability coefficients alpha 

(.Jj6) in Voluniariness indicates problems of instnirnent. In addition. earlirr research 

(Moore and Benbasat, 199 1 : Gagliardi 1995) also reported several fundamental problems 

relating the Voluntariness instrument !O findings. The construct of Voluntariness might be 

less suitable for IT fields and dropjing i t  f r m  the study should be considered. Therefore. 

this hypothesis will not be discussed in this research. 



5.6.2 Managerial Issues 

The hypotheses of Critical Issues are shown in Table 19 and 20. Only Medium 

Richness. H 13, \vas statistically significant (a = -025). indicating a significant 

relationship between national culture dimensions and Medium Richness. Hoivever. H 9 to 

H 12 showed no significant difference and were still supponed. The results implicated 

that there was no significant relationship between national culture dimensions and 

managerial issues -- Cost, Communication Speed. Secunty. and Privacy -- in adopting e- 

mail in Canada and Taiwan. 

As discussed earlier. because concepts of critical issues had not been well defined 

it \vould be hard to measure each of tliem preciscly. In addition. therc \vas no \ \ - d l  

established instrument available to euluate manageria! issu-:< for this e-mail study. Thus. 

the questionnaire design inrended to messure rach critica! isiie from diverse angles. 

Table 19 measured the rffecth-eness of managerial issues- m d  Table 20 focused on the 

importance of managerial issues. such as the difference between colleagues and 

customers in usine e-mail in the ban!. Sonie interesting findings relating to each 

hypothesis. as shorkn in Tables 19 and 20 will t c  explorecl later. 
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Table 19. Sumrnary of Results for Research Model Hypotheses - The Effectiveness 

of Managerial Issues 

Hypotheses 

H 9 Cornmunicarion Cost: 
No Significant Difference 

H 10 Communication Speed with 
Colleagues: 
No Significant Difference 

Communication Speed with 
Customers: 

No Significant Difference 

H 1 1 E-mail is sscure: 
Eo Significant Difference 

H 12 E-mail is Private: 
No Significant Difference 

H 1 3 Medium Richness: 
Significant Difference 

Canada 1 Taiwan 

Std. Mean Std. 
Dev. --- 

2 A67 

value value -t-- 
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Table 22. Summary of Results for Research Model Hypotheses - The Importance of 
Managerial Issues 

Hypotheses 

H 9 Communication Cost 

Cost wiçh Colleagues : 
No Significant Difference 

Cost with Customers: 
Significan t Difference 

Office Expenses: 
No Significant DiKerence 

H 10 Commuïiication Speed 

Interna1 Communication : 
Significant Difference 

Esternal Communication: 
No Significant Difference 

Service Hours: 
Significan t Difference 

aues: Security with Collea, 
No Significant Difference 

Security with Customers: 
Significant Difference 

H 12 Privacy 

Privacy wi th Colleagues: 
No Significant Difference 

Privacy with Customen: 
Significant Difference 

Canada 
.-P 

Std. 
Dev. -- 

1.588 

1.633 

1.25 1 

-- - - -  - - 

1.216 

1.010 

1.53 1 

-- 

1 AI6 

2 6 2  

Taiwan 

Std. 
Dev. 

T- 
value 

P- 
value 



Results 

The answer to the second research question "What are the managerial 

according to Canadian and Taiwanese managers?" is Communication 

75 6 

issues 

Cost. 

Communication Speed. Secunty. Privacy. and Medium Richness. As Figure 8 illustration. 

however, four of five hypotheses showed no significant relationship between national 

culture (DV) and managerial issues (N). Thus, national culture sbould not be considered 

as a good predictor to explain managerial issues in adopting e-mail in this case. The nest 

section provides explmations for e x h  hypsthesis. 

- 
Relationship found to be significant at a=.Oj level 

-..-..-..-. * *  
Relationship not foiind ta he significant 

Figure 8. The Results beîween Culture and the managerial Issues 
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H 9: There is no si~nif ic~tzt  ùiffereme in the perceptions of the importance of 

Cornrnurricatiort Cosf in adopt ing e-mai 1 betweeri Canada and Taiwan. 

The result of no statistically significant difference (a= -778). a general level of 

communication cost (Table 19), shows that the hypothesis was supported. It implied that 

national culture did not affect communication cost. As discussed in literature @p. 39). the 

concept of cost of e-mail varies. As shown in Table 20. three items were exarnined the 

importance of cost in this study: cost with colleagues, cost ivirh custorners. and office 

expense. The results indicated that office expense and cost with colleagues showed no 

significant diflerence; however, cost with customers displayed a significant relationship. 

This interesting consequence shows thai organizational factors. such as organizational 

culture (Le. attitudes towards tec hnolog).) and organizational cognition ( i .e. decision-. 

making process) (Nelson. I ! 8 l )  might br bcner prrdictors. 

b 

H 10: There is no sipnificu~rt difference in the perceptions of the importance of 
Conrtrrtrnication Sperd in adopting e-mail between Canada and Taiwan. 

Both communication speed with colleagues and with custorners were esplored IO 

esamine this hypothesis (Table 19). The results of no statistically significant difference 

(a= .383 and 234). a general level of communication speed, show that the hypothesis 

was supponed implying that national culture did not affect communication speed with 

either colleagues nor customers of the bank. Moreover, in Table 20, there is no significant 

difference with regard to extemal communication speed ( .256) ,  either. However. in Table 

20: intemal communication speed (.000) and service hours length (.007) both show a 
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significant difference. This evidence revealed that other organizational factors might be 

more important than cultural factors. It is interesting that e-mail was more imponant to 

interna1 communication in Canada than in Taiwan. A possible'esplanation could be that 

more Canadian bank mangers have been using e-mail for intemal communication than 

Taiwanese managers and. therefore. Canadian managers are rely more on e-mail. 

H 11: There is no sipnificant difference in the perceptions of the importance of 
Secitriri. in adopting e-mail between Canada and Taiwan. 

H 12: There is no sianificanr dÏffejgmce in the perceptions of the importance of 
Privncr in dopting e-miil hi-:\=en Carnda and Tainm. 

Similar situations were aiscwered wiih regard to S z c u r i ~  (FI I l )  and Privacy (H 

12) and so the? will be discussed together. No szitistical1y significant difference \vas 

found concerning security (300) or privacy (-486). in Table 19. which indicated that the 

two hypotheses were supported. The results dernonstrate that national culture did not 

affect either security nor privacy in adopti~ig e-mail. Howewr. managers frorn both 

countries disagreed that e-mail communication is secure or private. Furthemore. they 

also agreed that security and privacy are the two major factors to be considered when 

using e-mail to cornmunicatc with colleagues and customers. It is a surprising result that 

security with customers (.000), and privacy with custorners (.001) showed a significant 

difference; whereas: secunty with coileagues (-356) and pnvacy with colleagues (-687) 

did not (Table 20). It is possible that certzin organizatimal factors caused these 

relationships. Further, managers consider that securie and pnvacy in communicating 
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with customers are more important than with colleagues in the banking industry. Table 20 

also shows that the mean scores with customen in either secunry or privacp are higher 

than that with colleagues in Canada. The results can be explained bx the fact that 

Canadian managers did not apply c-mail con;muiicztin~ widi customers. because secune 

and pnvacp are not good enough for estenial cornn~uniçririon. Thus. Canadian managers 

believed that security and privacy are important issues. 

H 13: Canadian perceive more Mediirm Richness than do Taiwanese in adopting 
e-mail. 

The result of a statistically significant difference (a= -025) slio~vs that the 

h'pothesis was supported. It indicated that national culture affected medium richness. 

As discussed earlier (pp. 31. 42). the instrument of medium richness \vas not completely, 

reliable. .4n interesting phenornenon v;hish ~ppeared (Table 19). is that the rnean scale in 

Taiwan (5.397) \vas highêr rhan Canada {4.819). !t inchted that Taiumese managers 

would agree to a greater estent that e-mai! is a nch communication tool. The possible 

reason is that Canadian managers were more familiar with e-mail. and so it did not bring 

more medium richness to the adopters. Howevcr. Taiwanese managers were less familiar 

with e-mail, and so it might give niore medium richness tu the adopters. -4s a matter of 

fact, the findings showed the opposite situation to the original hypothesis. Therefore. the 

hypothesis should be modified as follows: Taiwanese managers perceive more medium 

richness than do Canadian in adopting e-mail. 
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factors 

was a 
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Correlation Coefficient 

In this section. the correlation coefficient will be disciissed in two groups: PCI 

and managerial issues. Basically, a higher corre!ntion value indicated that ihere 

high interaction between two variables; a positive value indicated a positive 

relationship, while a negative value indicated a reverse relationshi p. 

5.6.3.1 PCI Factors 

Tables 71 and 22 show the correlation matria arnong PCI factors. The results 

show that six correlations were significant in the group of PCI factors in two countnes. 

They were Relative Advantage and Compatibility. Relative Advantage and Ease of Use. 

Relative .4dvantage and Result Demonstrability. Ease of Use and Result Demonstrabi1it)-. 

Ease of Use and Visi bility. and Result Demonstrability and Visibility. 

As shown in Table 21 and 22. the positive correlation bctween Relative 

Advantage and Cornpatibility (Canada was .66J and Taiwan \vas -61 3). ~elati i-e '  

Advantage and Ease of Use (Cacada was 9 and Taiwan \vas 5 8 6 ) .  and Relative 

Advantage and Result Demonstrability (Canada cvas -754 and Taiwan was -600) indicated 

that the Relative Advaniage strongly impacted on Compatibility. Ease of Use . and Result 

Demonstrability in both countries. Further. relative aduntage can be considered as one of 

the important factors in adopting e-mail in the banking industry. 

Result Demonstrability and Visibility had a strong and positive correlation. which 

was .765 in Canada and .544 in Taiwan (Tables 21 and 22). It indicates that if mangers 

were able to observe more e-mail communication adopters in organizations they would 

reach a better opinion of the performance of e-mail communication. Due to the 

information intensive nature of the financial industry. r-mail communication is sri11 an 
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innovation to the banking environment. Thus. the results sliggest that managers would 

prefer to see adopters operating e-mail at thçir work in current phase in ternis of potential 

adopters may be more encourage to adopt e-mail in bank. 

From Tables 21 and 22, Ease of Use \as highly correlated to Visibility (Canada 

was .601 and Taiwan was -740) and to Rrsult Demonstrability (Canada was 398 and 

Taiwan was .711). which is not a curprising consequencc since Visibility and 

Demonstrability already had a strongly positive relationship. As discussed in literature. e- 

mail c m  be considered easy to use for the individual adopter. The correlation also implies 

that the individual's e-mail communication esperience enhances the total adoption in an 

orpizat ion.  un for tu na tel^.^ the results shnu- thar the use of e-mail a a s  primarily for 

intemal communication in managrtrial IF.-~I i!i branches': so e-mail was no1 conspicuous 

in the bank. The other explanation is !Iiat if  e-mai! cornmimication is easy to use. it 

shouId be more visible and its results more dernonstrabie within the organization. 

However. e-mail communication \vas more likeIy not available to most n-orkers in bank. 

Therefore. only more e-mail adoption can be seen and then the ease of use in e-mail \\-il1 

be recognized. 

Moreover, three variables -- Trialabilit),. Compatibility and Image - were 

relatively higher correlated to other PCI factors in Taiwan.. It was an interesting result 

which indicated that e-mail adoption was in a trial stage in the banking industn in 

Taiwan; as a result, e-mail might be enhance a user's image and create more 

compatibility for potential adopten. Trialability. particularly, poses a strong influence to 

other variables in Taiwan. However, Canadian managers were more fmiliar with e-mail 
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and did not need to use it on a trial basis. Thus. e-mail did not enhance image and 

compatibility for the current users. 

Table 

7 

Table 21. Correlation Matriv among PCI Factors - Canad 

1 Rel. 

ReI. 1 .O00 

Image 1 .543** 

Imag 

1 .O00 

Corn. 

1.000 

.138 

Rel. 

Corn. 

Image 

Ease 1 -586 *** 

Rel. 

1 .O00 

.664*** 

-276 

Res. 1 .600*** 

Ease 

Trial. / .578*** 

1 

Result Vis. 

Ease 

Res. 

1 .O00 

.598*** 

.2. Correlation Matris amono PCI Factors -- Taiwan 

1 

,592"' 

.754*** 1.000 ; 

-484 

.477* 

-- - 

Corn. 

Vis. 

Trial. 

-- 
.450* 

.O50 

Tri al. 

-669 **  

-505' 

561 **  

.352 

* for pc .05;  ** forp<.Ol; *** for p<.001 

I -7-t 
-007 i .6C 1 *** \.7(15"" 1 : .()GO - -.- 

j i 
.Xi7 1 . 4 5 *  - 
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Three conclusions c m  be summarized from the resuIts of the correlation of PCI factors. 

First, the correlation matris shows rhat Trialabili~ and Cornpatibility were more 

important factors in Taiwan. Secondly. Image in the e-niail adoptinp had less effect in 

both countries. 

Finally. the results indicated that the four major variables impacting on other PCI 

factors were Relative Advantage, Ease of Use. Result Demonstrability. and Visibility. the 

implication being that potential adopters would like to see the effects of e-mail on other 

users before adopting it. In addition, managers would be content obseming the outcome 

of e-mail communication. which demoiistrate tlis benefir s of Relative Advantage. 

Cornpatibility. and Ease of Use. Eventualiy. as the perfomiance of e-mail communication 

is clearly exhibited and recognized. people would more confident in applying it. 

5.6.3.2 .Cf mzngerinl Issues 

Tables 23 and 14 showed that twa similai. correlations. S e c u r i ~  and Privacy. and 

Communication Cost and Medium Riclmess. were found in the managerial issues in both 

countnes. However. only Secun- and Privacy had a strong and positive correlation 

arnong al1 the managenal issues. Besides. Canadian managers perceived a higher 

positivelp correlation between Secunty and Privacy (-888) than did the Taiwanese (.673). 

From a theoretical point of vie\*, research relating to e-mail adoption ofien took the 

issues of secunty and princy into consideration at the s m e  time. As well, from a 

managerial perspective, the relationship betsveen security and pnvacy is almost 

inseparable in practical implementation. Thus, security and privacy should be considered 

as a significant influence in e-mail adoption. 
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Communication Cost and Medium Ricbaess were correlated but not highly 

correlated, which indicated that Coinmunication Cost and Medium Richness had l e s  

impact on each other in adopting e-mail. The situations are qliite similar in Canada ( M O )  

and in Taiwan (.400), as shown in Tables 23 and 24. 

Table 23. Correlation Matria among Managerial Issues -- Canada 

* for p c: -05: **  fo rp< .Ul :  "* for p< .001  

Table 24. Correlation Matrix among Managerial Issues -- Taiwan 

Communication 
Cost 
Communication 
Speed 

Seciiriry 

Prkacy 1 290 1 -194 1 .888*** 1 LOO0 
Medium 
Richness ! .420* ! .=93 1 -349 l ? O -  

---- --- 1 .365 ----- 1 .O00 

Cost 

l 

Communication 
Cost 
Communication 
Speed 

Security 

* for p<.O5: ** forp<.Ol ;  **+ for p<.001 

S ~ e e d  I Secuit? 

Cost 

1 .O00 

-342 

Privacy 
Medium 
Richness 

1 .O00 ! 
-.O40 1 .O00 

360 244 

.160 

Privacy 

1 .O00 

Speed 

1 .O00 

-153 

.400* 

Medium 
Richnesr 

284 

Security 

1 .O00 

244 

.117 

I 

Privacy 

.673*** 

.163 

Medium 
Richness 

1 .O00 

-.O11 1.000 



As discussed earlier. the demographic data such as gender. age, and branch size 

were controlled. However. other factors might influence the adoption of e-mail in this 

study. Table 10 s h o w  that education level was statistically significant difference 

(a=.009). Thus. education level and adoption stage in using e-mail could be other 

Table 25 presents threr levels of education: second- or community. baclielor. 

and master. By comparing the nieans of the three groups shows that the education level 

does influence e-mail adoption. The resuits shca- that as education level increased. the 

mean scores of the six PCI factors (except Image and Tridability) as also increased in 

Canada. Thus. educstion level c m  he coiisidei-et! as 3 factor to esplain the e-mail 

adoption procrss. 
b 

Table 26 shows that the mean scores of the eight PCI increased as the stage of 

adopting e-mail from the '-Never Used Group" moves to the "Lçed Group" in Canada. 

For example. the mean of Relative Admntage \vas from 4 . 3 6  to 5.366. Thus. the stage of 

adopting e-mail cm be considered as the othcr iàctor to predict the diffùsion of e-mail. 

However. Image. Use of Use . and Trialability reduced as the stage of adopting e- 

mail from the Wever Used Groiip*' moves to the "Used Group" in Taiwan. An interesting 

result indicated diat Image drarnatically reduced from "Never Used Group" to Wsed 

Group" in Taiwan. One possible exphation could be that there is contrasr perception 

between "Never Used Group" and YJsed Group". For example. the potential adoptes 
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might believe that e-mail might be bring more stature to them; however, actual adoptes 

found that e-mail did not create more image to them. 

Table 25. The Levels of Education in Adupting E-inail in Canada and Taiwan 

RscheIor blaster Total 
gr ou^ 

Country 

Canada 
Tain-an 

Secondary or Community: Canada = 19; Taiwan = 1 1 
Bachelor's Degree: Canada = 8: Taiwan = 17 
Master's Degree: Canada = 3; Taiwan = 6 



Table 26. The Stage of Adopting E-mail in Canada and Taiwan 

Never 
Used gr ou^ 

Canada 
Taiwan 

Used Group: e-mail moderatc users from 6 months to less than 24 rnonths 
(Canada = 6; Taiwan = 4) 

Never Group: e-mail never users (Canada = 1 1 ; Taiwan = 30) 



Con clusion 

5.1 Implications for Management 

Do Canodian managers di ffer NI percepions of e-mails fiom Taiwanese 

managers? 

The answer is: Yes, diey do. Canadian perczive higher Relative Advantage. 

Compatibility. Ease of Use. Result Denionstrabiiih. and Visibility than Taiwanese. Based 

on the theory of innovation diffision by Rogers. the study examined the PCI factors in e- 

mail adoption. The findings show that e-mail communication brings three important 

competitivr advantages: Relative Advantage. Compatibility, and Ease of L'sr to 

managers in Canada and Taiwan. As well. Resuli Demonstrability and Visibility had a 

strong impact on those rhree factors. Becaise. e-mail is an innovation comparing with 
C 

those traditional communication tools in the banking environment: as a result. managers' 

desire to applying this innovation were more consenfative attitudes. If the benefits of e- 

mail communication c m  be better obsenred by potential adopters. a higher rate of e-mail 

adoption is expected in the banking industiy. Further. l m a p  and Trialabili'). were less 

influential factors in 0ttan-a due to the fact ~hat Canzdian managers already familiar with 

e-mail; while, Taiwanese managers perceived Image and Trialability as larger factors in 

adopting e-mail. In addition, Trialabilit)., Cornpatibility, and Image were relatively higher 

correlated to other PCI factors in Taiwan. Thus, the more PCI factors were perceived by 

managers. the more stimulate them to adopt e-mail in business. 
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mat are the nzunagerial issim- uccordiug tu Cutmdian cind Taiwa}7ese? 

The study identified that Communication Cost, Communication Speed. Security. 

Privacy, and Medium Richness are the essential factors conceming managers in adopting 

e-mail in both countries. The results show that e-mail communication which brings faster 

value-added information to business is the inost important factor motivating managers to 

adopt e-mail. However? mangers did not consider that Secunty or Privacy was well 

established enough to employing e-mail in the b d n g  industry. because it deals a i t h  

intensely personal and financial information either with colleagues or with customers on a 

daily ba i s .  Further. Security and Privacy were highly correlated in both countries. 

Therefore, Security and Pnvacy are the t ~ w  important nianageria l issues which contribute 

to the increase ofadopting e-mail ir, bmkinç inci~istry. 

Other Im~lications 

As discussed earlier. according to Hofstede's study. the cultural dimensions 

suggested that Canadian culture is niore ws!corne to adopting e-mail than that of the 

Taiwanese. The tindings supponed that na~ional cu!ture impactcd on the PCI factors 

(Figure 7). Thus. national culture sewed as a predictor to explain thar Canada had a 

higher e-mail adoption rate than that of Taiwan. On the other hand, the results shotved 

that national culture did not influence managerial issues (Figure 8). Thus. other 

organizational factors, such as education level. stage of e-mail adoption, and a firm's 

policy or strategy might be bener predictors to explain the differences of managerial 

issues in e-mail adoption. 
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For example, Canadian managers who did not use e-mail reported that they would 

like to adopt e-mail communication in their workplace. but the e-mail was not available 

in their branches. However. Taiwanese managers ofien reponed that due ro the policies of 

firms or companies who did not plan to apply e-mail in terms of managers were unable to 

use e-mail in their organizations. This evident also can be esplained that e-mail is less 

popular in Taiwan. 

The study provides a general picture of using e-mail as a communication strateel- 

in the banking industq in Canada and Taiwan. The research focuses on the banking 

induse as the research saniple. but 0 t h  financial sectors slich as insurance. securitics. 

and financial consulting finns san also apply e-mail 3s 2 communication. The results of 

the study should be able to be applied to other similar information technolog. siich as 

Intemet and WAX'  in the financial industry of two countries. 

. 
5.2 Limitations 

The sample concentrated or. the benking industq- 2nd involved two countries that 

reflect the North American culture and the South-East Asian culture. Therefore. this stud!. 

is more applicable to similar industries or to similar cultures. The study focused on the 

influences of national culture to predict the managerial decision in adopting e-mail b>- 

controlling industry variable and position variable. However. the decision making process 

is a complex one which not only have :o deal witli meny other factors (such as education. 

technologyo occupation. corporate vxiebles, etc.) which were not included in the study. 

but other uncontrolled variables. such as managers perceptions. Thus. applying the 

results of this study to non-banking industries or other specific cultures may not be direct. 
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However, for those countries with similar profile on a cultural dimension. similar results 

should be predict able by applying the hypotheses from the study. 

The reliability of the study relates to the rzpresentatiw name of the sample. The 

study assumes that the sample c m  be representative for the total population of its 

respective country. However. the reliabilit). of this assumption is not tested in this study. 

The research design uses a survey method to collect data. and ma) reflect bias as a 

result of individual respondents' subjective prejudices. Any individual respondent has his 

or her oL\n views due to diverse backgrounds. Therefore. the final resuit c m  not 

eliminate this bias. 

5.3 Future Study 

Possibilities for future research include an examination of how the research mode1 

fits in the whole financial indust~?. Futurc studies should be conducted \\ithin a large1 

sample set including diverse financial industries. such as security coinpanies~ insurance 

cornpanies. stock cornpanies. and consulting fims. A large sarnple would provide more 

information to increase the capability for explmation. 

Future studies might consider to exarnining the Interner or L\'\iTW. or other 

information technology in diverse industries cross other countries. PC banking and E- 

cash (E-money) are the populv electrmic conmercial issues hohich rnight be subjects for 

useful future studies in the financial industry. 

It had been determined in this study that there was no strong relationship between 

national culture a ld  managerial issues in the banking indust-. The findings suggested 

that organizational culture might be more important than national culture in this case. 
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Further research is needed to esplore the infliirncz of the orgaiiizational culture or other 

factors on managerial issues. Giwn the global nature of the banking industn. it is 

important to recognize that it can be interpreted and responded to in different ways from 

an organizational standpoint regardless of national culture. In addition. the study 

identified that age and gender did not affect the e-mail adoption, but at the level of 

education did. Thus. it is necessary to study other factors. such as rechnology. skill. 

knowledge, policy and strategy in order to investigate organizaiional level factors. 

This study concentratrd on five managerial issues in e-mail adoption: 

Communication Cost. Communication Speed. Securiy Privacy. and Medium Richness. 

As e-mail becornes a comrnon communication tool in business. the importance of 

reliability of e-mail increased. For csarnple. if r-mail sysrcm is broken down. rhe neoarive - 
rffects will be serious ro the users. TherefcrL,. rhr .  popalsr issues such as reliability. 

electronic regdation and law. and infom~ation ovcrload should be included in the futur; 

study. 

As discussed in this study. the lotver reliahiliry in VoIuntariness shows that fùture 

research should pay special attention to thic construct in order to improve its validin-. For 

example. using more questions to nieasure tbose coristnicts witl: low reliability could be 

one solution. The instrument of Medium Richness should be modified somewhat in 

questiomaire design before applying it. Two constructs -- Feedback and Personal 

Communication - also require more indicators to enable a better reliability of 

measurement. 
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5.4 Sumrnary 

The prirnary purpose of this study was to review the literature on national culture. 

the theory of difision of innovation, and managenal issues relating :o e-mail adoption 

and to use empirical research to examine the relationship among those factors in bank in 

Canada and Taiwan. The results show that national cuIture had an effect on the PC1 

factor. but did not influence the managerial issues. The findings pointed out that e-mail 

communication will be a favored communication strateg for banking in the future. 
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Appendix A 

E-mail Questionnaire -- English 



Carleton 
w U N I V E R S I T Y  

School of Business 
Faculty of Social Sciences 
D Ü C I C ~  T ~ w e r  
7 125 Co!tnel 3y 3rke  
0::owa. ON K Î  S 536 C~nac 'a  
Tel: (613) 520-2298 
Fox: (61 3) 520-2522 i5; 3) 522-LLZ7 

Re: E-mail Survey 

Welcome, 

Electronic mail (e-mail) is becorning very popular in Our society. As the nurnber of e-mail 
users p w s ,  the importance of e-mail as a communication tool increases. especially in the 
office. We are studying the use of e-mail in financial institutions (banks) in Canada and 
Taiwan in order to evaluate the extent of e-mail usage in business in these two countries. 

E-mail refers to the information technology that allows nehvork users to comrnunicate 
with other individuals or groups by sending text messages or documents fiom one 
electronic workstation to another or to multiple receivers. 

Your participation is very important to this study. - 4 s  pan of this study. o u  are asked to 
take between 5 to I O  minutes to fil1 out this questionnaire peflaining to pour attitudes and 
behaviors regarding e-mail. Al1 of the information you provide will be heid in confidence. . 
You were randornly chosen from the list of banking industxy None of the information 
will be used to identifi you. The questionnaire is anonynous. Please try to answer al1 of 
the questions. Remember. there are no right or wong answers. Wr are interested in your 
opinion. Though your participation is completely voluntary. we would appreciate ?ou 
cornpletiiig the questionnaire and retuming by fax if possible to: 

Chung-Chu Wang 
School of Business, Carleton University 
Ottawa. ON K 1 S SB6 
Phone: (6 13) 727-0602 
Fa.: (613) 520-2532 
e-mail: cwang)business.carleton.ca 

If you do not use e-mail in your bank, please try to express your impression on e-mail 
communication. It is not necessary that you have to use e-mail to respond the survey. We 
are only interested in your persona1 opinion. This survey is only for research purpose. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND COOPERATION! :-) 



SECTION A 

This section of the quesrionnuire presenis beliefs that some people may hoZd about issues 
relating tu e-mail adoption. Fou euch of the staiemenrs, please indicure wheiher j.olr 

agree or disugree wirh the belie f expressed. (please circle the uppropriare nzim ber) 

E-mail is an effective way to share infunnation 
between colleawes in my organization. 

E-mail is an effective way to slzare information 
between customers and m y organization. 

E-mail is an effective way to suve communication 
cosls - 

E-mail is an effective way to suve office exPenses. 

E-mai 1 can improve interna! cor~lmicnicatiun. 

E-mail can improve evternal commirnicntion. 

E-mail communication extends service hours. 

E-mail communication is secure. 
(Messages are delivered to the correct system mailbox 
without being accidentally or deliberately altered.) 

E-mail communication is privafe. 
(Only authorized persons can see a message.) 



SECTION B 

This section of rhe questionnaire describes dwerenr business cornmzrnicurio~~ lools. For 
each of the folloiving tools. please indicure whether yotr beliere yoto. orgnnkarion ii.ill. 
cirrrenrly uses rhur rool, plans ro iae it in rhefirrwe. never odopr rhor rool. or 110 opinion. 
@lease check rhe suitable item and speqfi Irow mcmv veim in rhe second item) 

1. The phone is/wili be used to communicate 
general information with sustomers. 

2. The phone is/will be used to cornmunicate 
personal account information with customers. 

3. The far ist'will be used to communicate 
penernl information with customers. 

4. T h e h  is/will be used to communicate 
personai account infornmtiort with customers. 

5 .  E-mail is/will be used to communicate petteral 
il1 formatiorl wi t h cus tomers. 

6. E-mail islwill be used to communicate persona! 
accourrt in formation wi th custorners. 

7. Worid Wide Web sites is/will be used to comnlunicate 
penern! information with customers. 

8. World Wide Web sites is/ttill be used to cornrnunicate 
personal account information with customers. 

CURREXT 
r8 YEARS 
NEVER 
KO OPNION 

CURREST 
13 YEARS 
KEVER 
$0 OPIIU'ION 

CURREST 
1 S YEARS 
S E V E R  
50 OPISION 

CLRREXT 

I S Y EARS 
?;EVER 
SO OPISlON 

CURREST 
IN Y €ARS 
KEVER 
NO OPlSlON 

CURREXT 
i N YEARS 
NEVER 
NO OPhlION 

CURRENT 

IN - YEARS 
NEVER 
NO OPINION 



SECTION C 

This secrion of the qicesrionnaire asks about some of the factors rhor ntighr or nlighr not 
be imporranr in choasing wherher ro adopt e-mail. For each sraremenr. please indicnie 
rhe extent tu which yotr pers on al!^ agree or disagrce. @leme circlr rhe appropriate 
nzim ber) 

LA. Cmt is a major factor to  be considered when using 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  N'A 
e-mail to communicate with culleapues. 

1-B. Cust is a major factor to  be considered when using 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  N!A 
e-mail to communicate with crrstomers. 

2-A. ~ornrnrrnicntion spred is a major factor to be 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  N'A 
considered when using e-mail tu communicate \+ ith 
colleagues. 

2-B. Communication speed is a major factor to be 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Nf .4  
considered when using e-mail to communicate widi 
crrstorners. 

3 4 .  Securih* is a major factor to bc considered when 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  N.A 
using e-mail to communicate with colIen,o~ies. 
(Security rneans messages are ddkered to the correct 
system rnailbox ivithout being accidentall~ or dcliberateIy 
altered.) 

343. Securiti. is a major factor ro be considered when 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  K A  

using e-mail to comrnunicate with customers. 

4.4. Privncv is a major factor to be considered when 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  N'A  
using e-mail to comrnunicate with col le~ues .  
(Privacy means onl), authorized persons can see a message.) 

4-B. Privacv is a major factor to be considered when 
using e-mail ta communicate with custorirers. 

5-A. Whether co~n~etilors' use e-mail or not is a major 
concem when using e-mail to communicate with 
CO lleagues . 

5-B. Whether comoetiiors ' use e-mail or not is a major 
concem when using e-mail to communicate with 
customers. 



SECTION D 

This section ofthe questionnaire asks yoir to rate some of the çharacrerisrics ofe-mail as 
a commtmica~ion rools. For each srarement, please indicate the extenr ro which )-ou 
persona2Iy agree or dimgree. (please circle rhe oppropriate niun ber) 

To what extent would you characterize e-mail as having the ability to: 

1. .. ... give and receive timely feedback. 

3 -. . . ... transmit a varient of different cues beyond the 
explicit messages (including nonverbal cues). 

3. .. . .. tailor messages to your o m  or other persona1 
circumstances. 

4. .. ... use rich and varied language. 

5.  . . . .. provide imrnediatc feed bacli. 

6. . . . .. convey multiple types of information (verbal 
and nonverbal). 

7. ..... transmit varied symboIs (e.g.. words. nurnbers. 
and pictures). 

8. . . ... design messages io p u r  own or orhers' 
requirements. 

STROSGLY STROUCLY \O 
DlSAGREE XELTRU +CREE OPnIO\ 

I I i I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  NA 



SECTION E 

This section of the questionnaire asks about yotrr general perceptions of adopring e-mail 
in yoiir organizarion. For each siatemenr, please indicate the exrent 10 wltich )-ou 
personally agree or disagree. (please circle the appropriate nimber) 

STRO\GLY S I R O U X I  \O 
DISAGREE XECTRU 4GREE O P N O \  

I I I I 
1. Although it might be helphl. using e-mail is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  N / A  

certains not cornpulsory in my job. 

2. I believe that it is easy to get e-mail to do what 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  N:A 
1 want it to do. 

3. In my organizarion, one sees e-mail nidely used. 

1. Using e-mail improves the quality of work 1 do. 

5. 1 believe 1 could communicate to others the 
consequences of using e-mail. 

6. 1 h o w  where 1 can go to satisfactorily try out 
various uses of e-mail. 

7. 1 have seen what others do use their e-mail. 

8. M y  boss does not require me to use e-mail. 

9. My interaction with e-mail is clear and 
understandable. 

10. Using e-mail enables me to accomplish tasks 
more quickly. 

1 1. 1 would have no difficulty telling others about 
the results of using e-mail. 

12. I have had plenty of opportunity to see e-mail 
being used. 

1 .  Using e-mail makes it easier to do my job. 

14. The results of using e-mail are apparent to me. 

15. E-mail was available to me to adequately test nin 
various applications. 



16. Using e-mail is compatible with al1 aspects of my 
work. 

17. Overall. I believe that e-mail is easy to use. 

18. I have seen e-mail in use outside rny firm. 

1 9. People in my organization who use e-mail have 
a hi& profile. 

20. 1 was permittrd to use e-mail on a trial basis 
long enough to see what it could do. 

21. Using e-mail gkes me greater control over my work. 

21. It is easy for me to observe others using e-mail 
in rny fim. 

23. Using e-mail fits into m- work si$e. 

14. Having e-mail is a starus symbol in my organization. 

25.  Leaming to operate e-mail is easy for me. 

26. E-mail is not \ -cp  visible in rny organization. 

27. 1 think that using e-mail fits cvell with the way 
I like to work 

28. 1 would have difficulty explaining why using 
e-mail rnay or ma? not be beneficial. 

29. Bcfore deciding whether to use an e-mail system. 
I was able to properly try it out. 

30. Using e-mail enhances rny effectiveness on the job. 

3 1. 1 have not seen many others using e-mail in my 
department. 

32. People in my organization who use e-mail have 
more prestige than those who do not. 



SECTION F 

The remoinder of the questionnaire askc o u  for some backgrozind infornzation aboztt 
yoiiuself and jour company. Ali of rhe informarion yoir proride i d 1  be heici i>l 
confidence. 

1 .  What is your gender? 

A. MALE 
B. FEMALE 

2. What is your age? 

YEARS 

3.  What is your company's narne? 

NAME 

4. What is O u r  company's location? 

CITY 

5 . What is rhe highest level of education !.ou h a ~ e  attained? (circle one) 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
SECONDARY SCHOOL 
COMMUNITY OR TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
DOCTORAL DEGREE 
OTHER 
please specify: 

6. How many people work in your department? 

PEOPLE 

7. How many people work in your branch of bank? 

PEOPLE 



8. Please circle the electronic communication tools that are generaliy 
company now? (circle ALL that apply) 

in use in your 

PHONE 
FAX 
E-MAIL 
ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE 
WORLD WIDE WEB SITES 
OTHER 
please specie: 

9. Please circle the electronic cornmunicatioo tools that you espect will be generalk in 
use in your company in the fiitwe. (circle ALL that apply) 

A. PHONE 
B. FAX 
C. E-MAIL 
D. ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE 
E. WORLD WIDE K E B  SITES 
F. OTHER 

please specifi: 

10. Ho\v long have you been usiiig r-mail in your company? ( c i d e  one) 

A. NEVER USED 
B. LESS THAN 6 MOSTHS 
C. 6 hl1ONTHS TO 12 LIONTHS 
D. MORE THAN 12 MO'JTHS TO 23 MONTHS 
E. MORE THAS 24 MONTHS 

11.  How ofien do sou use e-mai1 in your company? (circle one) 

A. DAILY 
B. WEEKLY 
C. MONTHLY 
D. NEVER 

Do you have any suggestions which you feel would be helphi for this research? 

Thank yori very muclt for p a r  assistance! 



Appendix B 

E-mail Questionnaire -- Chinese 



@J Carleton 
w U N I V E R S I T Y  

School of Business 
Faculty of Social Sciences 
Ountan Tswer 

1'125 Co!cne! 3y Drive 

O-. ..,wa, - CN i (?S 5 3  Con&a 
Tel: (613) 520-2353 
Fax: (613) 522-2532 Cr  !=: 3: 52C-::;7 

Chung-Chu Fang 
Phone : (613) 727-0602 
Fax : (613) 520-4427 
e-mail : cwang@business. car1 eton. ca 
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